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PREFACE 

The United States has played a vital role 

in preserving its alliance system with Western 

Europe through the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 

(NATO). The NATO came into existence in 1949 as a 

part of United States foreign policy commitments in 

Western Europe. The end of the World War II brought 

about the onset of the Cold Wa~Various measures were 

adopted by the policy planners in Washington to counter 

the Soviet influence in Europe. The Truman Doctrine 

and the Marshall Plan were the corollary of the policy 

of containment as a broad strategy of the United States 

foreign policy. The North Atlantic Treaty was a sequel .. 
to these objectives. 

The member nations that included the United 

States, Canada, France, Great Britain, West Germany, 

Portugal, Belgium, Norway, Iceland, the Netherlands, 

Italy, Turkey, Greece, Spain, Luxemberg and Denmark 

were committed to each other in terms of mutual co-

operation on defence matters. Of all the alliances and 

treaties thu ~ the United States signed with other 

member nations in the years that followed, the NA1D 
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has withstood the test of time art d to a certain 

extent mutuality of common interest. 

The United States has passed through several 

phases of its Cold War with the principal adversary, 

Soviet Union between 1950 and 1980. There had been 

years of intense Cold War, the outbreak of the Korean 

War (1950-55), the Indo-China Crisis (1954-1965), the 

escalation of Vietnam v:ar (1965-1975) and also the 

moments of confrontation with each other in other parts 

of the globe. The same period has also witnessed thawing 

of the Cold war during the period of Kennedy Administration 

as also the formation of det ~nte with People's Republic 

of China in 1971 followed by a similar gesture during 

Nixon-Brezhnev meeting in Washington in 1973. 

The present dissertation is an attempt to examine 

and analyse t~e relations that the United States had 

developed with its principal allies among the NATO 

countries in a changed scenario of international relations. 

The economic and cornnercial interests of the m6'Tlber nations 

in counter distinction to the paramountcy of similar 

United States interesti the strategic differences between 

one a nd t he other; the divergent approaches on ma t ters 

perta i ning to nuclear lvarheads and the uni versa1 i ty of 
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disarmament negotiatio ns have consta11 t Jy been the key 

points of difference be t\<1een t~ATO and the Uni t ed States. 

The present dissertation has with i n its purview 

an examination of these issues as the y appear during 

the two term administration of President Ronald Reagan 

(1981-1988). 

The first chapter begins with a brief historical 

analysis of t'ne origin of the NATO, the reason for its 
' ----_____.....-
formation and the policy pursued by United States to\vards 

the NATO countries since its incep tion. 

The second chapter mainly concentrates ·-m Reagan 

Administration's legacy in managing alliance security 

affairs. Hhile the Reagan Administration got off to a 

shaky start in Europe it has ended its tenure with us--
West European relations in better shape than its critics ---
dreamed possible. 

The areas of disagreement between Uni t ed States 

and NATO countries on various policy measures has been 

the main theme of the third chapter. Many allies 

questioned the massive build up of US f orces and were 

also disturbed by the Reagan Military Strategy, which 

they felt had overtones of unilateralism a nd even 
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. . •• .:..- •. . d 

· isolationism. Furthermore, the United States had 

its own complaints about t~ allies. Therefore, 

suspicion in Europe were matched by dissatisfaction in 

Washington. 

The last chapter has focussed on the major 

strides made towards the unity in NATO during the 

second term presidency of Ronald Reagan. Historical 

and analytical rrethods have been employed as pr:lncipal 

tools of research. 
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:nent that I have received from several persons during 

the course of the preparation of this work. 

At the very outset; I express my sincere gratitude 
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accomplishing . this task, namely , ArUndhati, Ruchita, 
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C H A P T E R - I 



INTRODUcriON · 

At the end of- the Second l.r-Tor ld War, the United 

States emerged as one of the most pO\·Terfu 1 nations in 

the \·.Drld. No sooner had the war come to ai'l end, than 

the American policy planners found the Soviet Union as 

their principal adversary. The tension of the Cold War 

was tangible even in the \·lartirre conferences. The 

Yalta Conference in February, 1945 had been regarded as 

the harbinger of problems, soon to follow in regard to 

arrangements reached in 2astern Europe as well as the 

Far-East. It has been oom~ented by several experts 

that Yalta represented a fai 1 ure of American di ~Jlomacy 

vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. The controversy regarding 

the diplomatic manoeuvre at the Yalta Conference as 

persued by the two powers had yet not come to rest. 

American interest appeared to have been lost in regard 

to the arrangements that foll mved in the post ~'Jar 

years. What finally emerged, however, was the fact 

that the United States launched an ambitious scheme 

of bilateral as tvell as multilateral agreements vli th 

countries that were \vithin the vlestern hemisphere of 

Europe. 
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In pursuance of the . famous 11 Containment Policy 11 

of George F. Kennan, the u.s. ap] lied the Truman 

Doctrine vis-a~~Greece and Turkey. The Truman 

Doctrine stalled the communist insurgency in this part 

of the Europe. Soon followed the Marshall Plan. This 

was announced after George Marshall addressed the 

Harvard University audience where the United States 

suggested that it would rehabilitate Europe in the 

economic sphere. The '\var-torn Europe needed immediate 

attention of America to reconstruct it and bring about 

economic strength in the post war years. 

The Secretary of State emphasised that if 

European nations could demonstrate a determination 

to cooperate and gave assurance that the aid they 

received ~uld be used to the economic benefit of 

'.lestern Europe as a whole, the u.s. would help pay 

the bill. 

The European Recovery Plan vlas not the first 

of its kind. The Lend Leased funds were already made 

availab le to Europe during the War. The lend leased, 

in toto, rec~ rded some $ 48,500,000,000 worth of 

American assistance during the war years. United 

States had acted in mcgnanimity by reducing billions 
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of do"llars to mere millions when it found that the 

recovery of such money was not easy to corre by. The 

principal reason for America's assistance was to make 

Europe economically viable. 

The Marshall Plan had succeeded to a great 

deal. So much so that by 1949,. \'lestern Europe's 

agricultural and industrial production had reached 

its figure of 1939. In January 1951, Great Britain 

renounced voluntarily further aid. In August, 1952, 

self-supporting Europe launched at Luxemburg European 

Coal and Steel Com-,<unity tetter known as the Schuman 

lan. i,fuile these economic arrangements were in 

progress, the United States had also thought of 'WOrking 

out a collective alliance -with the European allies. 

In March, 1948, the British, French, Dutch, 

Belgium and Luxemburg governrrents signed the Brussels 

Pact creating the ':lestern European Union (WEU). This 

pact was a political gesture. It did not have much 

military significance. Dean Acheson who was then t~ 

Under SecretaDJ of State, observed that the help of 

the u.s. should go beyond the ecc.1omic field and 

encompass some positive actions that would diminish 

fear of aggression. 
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The members of the Brussels Pact and the -

Truman Administration believed that a formal alliance 

was essential to establish a credible Amer ~ can pledge 

of military assistance. 

Thus the ground was prepared for laying down 

a plan before the United States · Senate for enlarging 

the u.s. commitrrents in regard to \"/estern Europe. · 

Senator Arther Vandenberg, Chairman of the Foreign 

Relations Committee of the Senate, brought · out a 

resolution on 11th June, 1948 which was passed by the 

Senate, commonly known as Vandenberg Resolution. The 

resolution created an association of t~e United States 

under proper constitutional safeguards with regional 

collective security arra~1g'eme n ts. 

"These events outlined the objectives of the 

bargain, identified the partners of the deal and 

sug.gested some of the reciprocal obligati ons to be 

borne by the participants". 1 The Soviet acti o n by 

imposing a blockade of Berlin in June, 1948 only 

accelerated the process. In many ways the expansion 

and formalisation of European - American relations in 

the laee 1940's and early 1950's reflected a global 

1 Stanley R. Sloan, NATO 1 s Future: Towards a Ne'>'i 
Transatlantic Bargain (London: I·1ac1v'J. ill"an, 1986), 
p.3. 
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process-the ending of tO:! Second i/orld \var, and the 

delineation of the 'lines of battle' for the Cold 

i'lar confrontation between tre United States and the 

Soviet Union. Europe as a whole was the cockpit of 

the early Cold '\!Jar tensions, arising from the disputes 

over the post War status of Germany, Poland and other 

defeated countries. 

It can, therefore, be assumed that the u.s. 

policy after the Second Horld v·lar has been immensely 

Euro-centric. Europe occup ied t he Drimacy of u.s. 

interest. \-'!estern Europe had long been the source of 

economic and commercial link s '.vith America. From late 

nineteen century , the u.s .. capital investment in Europe 

and a suit able mar;ket for American merchandise had 

been ,..,ell knovm. E.:urope represented an industrial 

reservoir for t he United States. Traffic of Ideas 

in t he field of literature and cultural Anglo-Saxon 

bonds further strengthened t '1e ir ties with each other. 

\'lith the rise of Hitler's Germany and a fascist 

regime in central Europe, u.s. interests were threate ned. 

As a result, I'Jashington shov1ed keen interest in keeping 

Euro p e in the orbit of its i :1 f l uence. 
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Thus it can be inferred that though many of 

the most significant trends and tensions \vere set 

in motion duri·1g the 1920's and 1930's, the beginnings 

of a formal American 'presence• in and commitment to 

the affairs of ';~estern Europe can legitimately be 

located in the later years of Second ;·;orld Har. And 

it would be no exaggeration to say in the \·lords of 

Henry Kissinger that 11 the most constructive American 

foreign policy since the· end of 'dorld War II has been 

the development of Atlantic relationships". 
2 

After six months of prolonged negotiations 

among t ·:1e founding partners the deal was harrr'1ered 

out. '::'he north .1\tlantic Treaty Organ izatir,::-1 (Nl-\.TO) 

"~.-las t>us devised and born .•,-.ri th the 'Jnitec:' ":t,-=J.tes as 

the ~)rincipal signator~r and re'llaini:1g :'B.!"tners of 

~urope invo 1 ved in it. The :n2mbership of NA'I'O included 

U:1ited States, Canada, Britain, France, Iceland, 

Den:-nark, i~orway, Belgium, Luxernberg, the Netherlands, 

and subsequently Italy, Greece, Turkey and ~~Jest Gerrnany 

followed. Spain and Portugal joined much later - as 

late as 1982. 

2 Henry A. Kissinger, Troui:Jled .?artnership: 
A ReaDpriasal of the Atlantic Alliance 
(New York: l'-1cGraw Hill, for the Council of 
Foreign Relations, 1965), p.3. 
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Hhile signing the North Atlantic Treaty, 

Truman noted, "Lft is7 one more step in the evolution 

of United states Foreign ?olicy alongwith the United 

Nations Charter, the Greek Turkish Aid programme and 

3 the I1arshall Plan". 

The Treaty signed in April, 1949 committed 

the signatories to aid each other in case of aggression 

within a definite geographical area and also to enter 

into continuous and effective self help and mutual 

assistance. 

Harlan Clevel&~d has aptly described NATO 

as a 'Transatlantic bargain'. It is a bargain, to 

be sure but far more than the sort of deal struck 

between business partners and with roots in the 

4 hearts as well as minds of the partners. 

A series of factors like Soviet pressures and 

VJestern demands combined to create a demand for 

American investment and support from a structured set 

3 

4 

Jeane, J. Kirkpatrick, "Atl3.ntic Alliance and 
the American National Interest", Horld l> . .ffairs 
C•vashington, D.c.), vol.147, no.2, Fall 1984, 
p. 85. 

Sloan, n.l, p.3. 
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cultural obligation ando commitments between the !:lest 

European countries and the United States. "While 

the global arena provides much of the scenery against 

which European American relations developed~ the 

Atlantic sys tern is responsible for many of the more 

tangible and imnediate aspects of the relationship". 5 

Thus, the arrangements reached in Europe in 

the form of NATO bore clear indications that the 

United States believed in the continuity of its 

relations in this part of the world. 

Some Contentious Issues 

Hmvever, NATO never had a trouble free 

development. Periodic skirmishes and differential 

approach could be discerned between United States and 

its allies, more specifically, France, right from the 

beginning. The basic conflict was between ?rench and 

American priorities. The spectre of Germany haunted 

France more than anybody else·and it ~as determined 

to prevent Germany from acquiring any substantial 

5 r·'1ichae 1 Smith, Hes tern Europe and the United 
States: The Uncertain Alliance 
(London: George Allen and Unwin, 1984), p. 43. 
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military capability. British orientation was also 

unfortunate because it wanted to keep away from the 

continental involvement. The American preference was 

to help balance Soviet power in Central Europe by 

rearming Germany. Hith this end in view, u.s. sought 

cooperative effort of all its allies in defence 

matters. 

The Pentagon was not anxious to ta~e on \vhat 
ap~ared to ~ a massive and potentially open 
ended commitment in Europe vlithout parallel 
development of \vest European defense forces. 
Given the British reluctance to play a major 
role in the continent and the fact that France 
\vi th forces tied down in Indo-China v10uld not 
provide sufficient ground forces to balance 
the Soviet Union in Central Europe; German 
rearmament seemed an inescapable pre-requisite 
for any major u.s. commitme~t to co~tinental 
defense. (6) 

The Korean catalyst 

The Korean \.'.Jar which occurred in 1950 proved 

to be the catalyst for shaping post war Euro-Atlantic 

relation and resolving the Franco-American im:p3.sse on 

German rearmament. To some extent, it consolidated 

the European-American relationship, at the outset. 

6 Sloan, n.l, p. 10. 
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It did not however signal an end to tensions and 

uncertainties about the way the relationship might 

be! organised and corrl ucted. 

"The Korean war led to the first and last 

real effort of all the major allies in the North 

Atlantic Alliance to build up their forces to levels 

specified by the military as being necessary to 

7 withstand Soviet attack". Korean war was also 

significant in the sense that it led to the estab-

lishment of the treaty organisation, Hi th a council, 

an "integrated" military force, and a unified head-

quarters headed by an Aznerican commander - the 

perrmnent military organisation envisaged :D:/ the 
,· 

Brussels Treaty signatories. As a follow. up action 

it also led to the semi-permanent statio·ning of American 

forces in the continent ;,.,ri th a view to encouraging 

the European allies to meet their force goals and 

subsequently to reinforce the credibility of ~~rican's 

guarantee. 

Nonetheless, t:te issue of German rearmar:1ent 

persisted as a major impediment to transatlantic 

7 Robert J. Osgood, NATO: The Entan line Alliance 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962 , 
p. 49. 
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relation. After a ~rolonged negotiation us .L'<~cretary 

of State Dean Acheson and French Foreign !t;inister 

Robert Schuman _chalked out a compromise fo nnula on 

German rea.rmament issue and subsequently it got the 

approval of French and US Governments'" Timothy Ireland 

observes that the compromise satisfied the principal 

objectives of French Government and US Administration. 

"The United States had gained French adherence to at 

least the idea of German rea.rmament. The French 

gained an immediate Ame!:'ican military corn:nitment to 

the defense of :::urope 1.-.'~~i le del ayinc; the rearning-

8 of Germany". 

EDC controversy: 

Hi th the passage of time, Nl\'2:'0 further 'di t-

nessed recurrent stresses in its structure. The 

most spectacular discord betHeen the US Government 

and NATO countries \vas the question of ::::uropean 

Defense Commun:L ty (:CDC). Ohserves >~ic"11ael S~1i th: 

8 

'::_'here 1·1ere other nagcring failures by West 
Euro:)ean rec;:-imes to live Ul)to their 
obligatio~s - both doctrinal and material -

Timothy, .? •. Ireland, Creating the Ent'J.ngling 
Alliance: The Ori ins of the NorLh Atlantic 
Treaty Organization ~/Jest Port, Connecticut: 
Greenwood Press, 1981), p. 207. 
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ivithin the Atlantic Alliance, but it '\.vas 
in the EDC controversy that the full 
ramifications of the great divide be t1·1een 
rhetoric and reality emerged.(9) 

Originally, ~DC was designed to reassure 

France aga~_nst future German power and to provide a 

constructive framework for the creation of a Hestern 

Europe. "'tlhile the Americans adopted the EDC as the 

symbol of Atlantic Solidarity, they were met with 

:aritish reservations and French inability to deliver 

on their declaratory com~itments. 10 

The Ej senhm.;er Administration which assumed 

office in 1952 did see the EDC as a potential source 

of relief from the burdens of :2urop3an defence. The 

United States tried its best to pressurise France for 

the acceptance of the pro ;o sal. :aut France could not 

adhere t:o the Al11erican pol icy; as a result, the EDC 

proposal had to be shelved. The decision against the 

EDC was thus a tragic event in the history of US and 

its European partner, as far as the post-1var alliance 

system was concerned. "Ironically, it was France, the 

original author of the EDC plan, w£1 ich had bee 'le 

uncertain about her v.rork and had finally torn up the 

9 Smith, n.S, p. 23. 

10 Ibid., p. 24. 
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Notwithstanding the dissensions, important 

strides '1.-.rere made in military and strategic sphere. 

US government vms very keen on establishing a military-

command-structure for NATO right from its inception. 

The us government appointed General Dwight D. Eisenhower 

as Supreme Allied Commander in Europe (SACEUR) at the 

behest of Nilitary Committee of NATO. The Suprerre 

Headquarters of the Allied Powers in ~urope (SHAPE) 

was set up in July, 1951 at Rocquencmvt near Paris. 

-- The ~upreme command of the Allied powers for central 

Europe was established in Fontainebleau: 

The appointrre nt of; General Eisenhower 
satisfied the Europeans on two counts: by 
virtue of his illustrious past as the 
victorious Allied Co::tmander-in-Chief, he 
was popular, and by sending an ~~rican 
General, the United States showed that it 
".-las taking the defense of Europe as 
seriously as its own.(12) 

The Eisenhower Administration, hmvever, had 

to cope Hi th the challenge arising from the Soviet 

nuclear capacity. As a resuJ.t, the "New Look 11
, a 

11 Sloan, n.1, p. 26. 

12 i\lfred Grosser, The ';lestern Alliance: The 
Euro an-American Relations since 1945 

London: Macmillan, 1980 , p. 157. 
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form of deterrence based on the threat of "massive 

retaliation" by nuclear means against Soviet trans-

gressions was evolved. From U1e out.set the adminis_.. 

tration was virtually inclined to use n~clear 
l 

weapons deployments to meet diverse natidtal security 

'· objectives v.Jhile pursuing fiscal solvency. ·.7 It had 
I 

I 

envisaged that the countries of Western Europe should 

share more of the non-nuclear burden in NATO. In 

Europe it created suspicion and uncertainty. 

The tensions were compounded of domestic 
and international features, of economic 
burden such as rearmament and questions 
of military doctrine, and of the frailties 
or miscalculations of leaderships in a 
number of countries". (13) 

These hostilities and recrimination attained 

its zenith in 1954 but by t~e middle of 1955, the 

storm appeared to have subsided. The years from 

1955-1960 could be viewed as a different phase irt 

which a series of ne\.oJ initiatives and trends emerged, 

some of which led to a few crises. The most notable 

of t~ese incidents was the suez Canal Crises in 1956, 

which brought both the partners of the alliance on 

the threshold of conflict. 

13 Smith, n.5, p. 13. 
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The period of Eisenhower presidency was 

dominated by the problems of post colonial adjustments. 

The idea that the United States would undermine the 

interests of the allies in order to further its own 

became deeply entrenched in Europe. It was a result 

that was brought about partly by Dulles' aggressive 

1dilsonian rhetoric and partly by too incidents in 

the Real-poLL tik. France complained of the ambivalent 

attitude of the us towards "b.'le former's position in 

Indo-China and Algeria. The Vietnamese situation was 

particularly disturbing to the French people due to 

the division of Vietnam into two; One zone was ruled 

by the Corrununists and the other by Arrerican SU] \orted 

ruler; both in any case, not conducive to the interest 

of the French. The 3ritish, likewise, had a grave 

suspicion of American intention in the Middle East, 

14 
esi~Cially in Iraq. 

It was during this time that the policy of 

containment advocated by Truman was more vigorously 

p -rsued than ever before. This obviously ruled out 

"any improve"Tlent tov1ards a German Settlement or the 

14 See La\-.rrence Freedman, ed., The Troubled 
Alliance: The Atlantic Relation in the 1980s 
(London: Heinemann, 1983), pp. 33-34. 
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n0rmalizatioh of relations with communist China. 

The doctrine of massive retaliation 'ivhich appeared 

during this time also assumed great significance. 

It intended to reassure the ~·lest Germans by establi-

shing a link betv1een their fate and the use of 

A.:Tericarl nuclear povwr. But along \vith this it promoted 

the idea that the US 1.·1as capable of destroying the human 

race in defence of its oHn interests and ~)reconce~)tion. 

French Stance 

In 1960's t·v1o differe:1t strands o:f v:iiew became 

-,,'sible in ::":· :::-opcan-American relations. On the one 

s:Lde there \vas a lon.r~: list of institutional and 

operational achievements to the credit of t.""le Alliance. 

And on the other, there were contentious issues over 

strategic doctrines and respons ibil i ties; over economic 

costs and benefits and over the shape and legi tirnacy 

of ·.·!est ::=:urope an ~)Ol i tical and social strucbJre. 

This contrasting vie\v was further e)Q lained 

by t':1e ?resident I(ennedy' s 'grand design'. '='he "grand 

design" was based on a declaration of interdep?:1dence 

between United States and a United europe, v!hich 

would form t11e basis of a burgeoning liberal world 

system. But this interdependence and partnership v1as 
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Conceived in op_;::>osite Hays on the two Sides of the 

Atlantic. 

hThere the Kennedy 1\.dministration foresa\..; 
a military division of labour Hhich left 
the United States \vi th the whiphand in 
nuclear weapons policy, t~1e French in 
particular (but also the British) felt 
the need to emphasise their mro nuclear 
capabilities. (15) 

The Johnson Administration, ·v1h ich came to 

office im~ediately after the K3nnedy Administration, 

further contributed to the deteriorating relationship. 

·"The waning of Atlantici sm, hOtJever, did not put an 

end to the tensions beb>~een rhetG::-ic and reality 

which seemed to have become part and par::el of 

European .i\merican relations" • 16 French assertion of 

rationale independence, in particular, created a 

trans-atlantic rift of major dimensions. The French 

suspicion against the dominant partner was very strong, 

so much so that it prevented the ent~J of British into 

the European Economic Community (~EC) by applying veto 

in January, 1963. Thus the dream of a United Europe 

was shattered by this hostile action on the part of 

the French. 

15 Smith, n.5, p. 24. 

16 Ibid., p. 26. 
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In 1966, De Gaulle announced his decision to 

leave NATO's Integrated Military Command and urged the 

NATO to remove its headquarters' forces and the 

facilities they had been enjoying in the French 

territory. He viewed that once the Soviet Union 

had broken the us atomic monopoly, Europe could not 

count on ~he United States to risk its own devastation 

in order to defend Europe. He built up France•s ovm 

nuclear deterrent to give it independence in this 

respect. He ridiculed NATO as a mere appendage of 

the United 3tates. Though De Gaulle Hi thdrew Frnxe 

from the military organization of NATO, he claimed 

to adhere to the North Atlantic Treaty. He was 

unwilling to give up the possible benefits of the 

Nort~ AtlaDtic Treaty, which he did not rate very 

highly, for \vhatever \<TOrth they Here. "The essence 

of Gaullism was the complete freedom of France or a 

French dominated 2urope to do as it pleased, inde1~nd-

ently of the United States, in diplomatic, economic 

and military affairs". 

17 'Theodore .Praper, 11 The :=='hantom Alliance 11
, in 

::<.obe r H. .:..'ucker and Li:1da Hrigley, eds., 
The Atlantic Alliance al1d Its Critics (New 
York : Praeger Publishers, 1983), p. 5. 
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The defection of France ·,,ias, in truth, a 

deadly blow to the alliance in its original form. 

:'!ithout France, ~-lestern Europe was a political and 

geographical amputee. It had some serious long term 

consequences, which were quite detrimental to the 

alliance militarily. The ?rendh action disrupted 

NATO's lines of supply and communication, so essential 

to its functioning. The political balance also alterc'l 

as a result of t.'lis action, \vi t.'l France conferring on 

itself an independent status. The alliance beca:re all 

the more dependent on 1\Der:Lcan leadership. 

The American pre-eminence on the alliance 

ironically came at a time ,.men ~,;estern Europe v1as 

moving towards a more powe-rful position in the Atlantic 

relationship: when as a result of its eq:momic strength, 

role of the West German forces in the alliance, was 

increasing. 

Another major consequence was that the vJith

dr-awal of France enhanced the status of Germany within 

t_he alliance. Eventually tlte Federal Republic of 

Germany became the second most influential al:.y in 

~'JATO and its leadiDg ~uro~:::>ean n-emner. 
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At this point of time, Harmel report, the 

product of a prestigious committee led by Harrrel, 

asserted the virtues of improved consultation. I't: 

emphasised the fact that military security and the 

policy of detente are not contradictory but comple

mentary. The report's 'defence and detente• combina

tion provided an intellectual and political framework 

for NA':::'O policies ivhich accomodated t~e gr.JI·ling split 

in the alliance bet'~;leen left and right. The Harmel 

exercise revitalized the foundation of the alliance. 

It provided a political frame-vmrk more relevant to the 

challenges posed by East \1lest environment of the 1960 • s, 

In a way, it did give the alliance a ne\v lease of life 

and a renev1ed sense of ~Jur')Ose. Hm-1ever, in Harch 1968, 

vvhen Lyndon Johnson announced his decision to retire 

from t:,e presidency, European-l\merican relations reac~1ed 

its lm·Jest ebb. 

The significance of the Harmel Re~:)ort 1 ies in 

providL1g a Hay to deal with a problem which had been 

brewing between the United States and European allies. 

The United States had become actively involved in 

bilateral arms control discussions with the Soviet Union. 

These bilateral discussions led to ap~)rehension among 

the allies about the future role of the United States 
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as their protector. Arrericans too expressed their 

concern over the fact that the European allies might 

succumb to Soviet peace offensive. The Harmel Report 

implied that the NATO consultation could serve to 

coordinate ~,lestern approaches to the "Sast \vhich would 

. f....---~, 
help alleviate European concerns about US-Sov~et~t~ .:ro;, 

~ ' 

bilateralism. 

The allies wasted no time in translating the 

Harmel Mandate into alliance policy. \Then the North 

Atlantic Council met in Reykjavik)Iceland in June, 

1968, the allies issued a 11 Declaration on l'iutual and 

3alanced Force Reductions (MBFR). 

The Conference on the so-called I'-1utua 1 and 

3alanced Force Reduction (~ffiFR) took place in Vienna 

in January, 1973. Participants v1ere the seven Harsaw 

Pact nations and the twelve NATO countries. France 

had refused to participate in any form since it was 

opposed in principle to any negotiations between the 

blocs or alliances. Se~ondly, it desired not to become 

involved in future arms limitation or disarmament 

measures in a certain part of central ~urope. 

The Vienna I1BFR negotiations t:1 us proved to be 

protracted and frust_r<=lri nn. But their lengthines!: and 
l'ISS 
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the constant ch2~ge in negotiation topics did not 

keep them from causing serious disagreements and 

tensions between the united States and its European 

allies. 

Allies Mounting Suspicions 

In this process of change and fragmentation the 

order was challenged in both the strategic and the 

economic arenas. The strategic field was transformed 

partly because of the coincidence of interests between 

the United States and the Soviet Union. This was 

complemented by a change of attitudes and policy style 

in the United States, especially with the preference 

of Richard Nixon and Henry :<iss inger for "balance of 

power" policies and pursuit of national. interests 

rather than ideological crusades. The result Has 2 

pervading and mutual suspicion. It was believed that 

the Soviets and the u.s. were doing deals at the 

expense of 'ltlestern :::::urope. Two events particularly 

underlined the problem: the signing of the Nuclear Non

Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 1968 which ap·.-_)lied in 

t.lteory to all the allies; and the \·Jest German pursuit 

of a Ostopolitik, \vhich contradicted the global notions 

of the A.rnerican by \vorking for a relaxation of tension 
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in Central and Eastern Europe. 
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In the meantime, United States and the Soviet 

Union had initiated the strategic Arms LiMitation 

Talks (SALT) to deal with nuclear inter-continental 

ballistic missiles which 'i.-lere threatening Europe 

with the prevailing balance of terror. In Hoscow, 

Richard Nixon and Leonard 3rezhnev signed a permanent 

treaty limiting anti-ballistic missiles and a provisional 

five year agreem::nt in I'lay, 1972. The Foreign 

Ministers of NATO decided to limit the inter-continental 

missiles as well as other \veapons. This meeting was 

held at Reykjavik in June, 1968 1tJith a vie\v to proposing 

negotiations i.-.ri th the HarsaH Pact nations. :·lith t..'Ie 

signing of the SALT I agreement, nuclear war came to 

be seen as a mere theoretical possibility. Fe\v 

\vorried about European Security and indeed few in 

America "WOrried about Europe as a \·!hole. The Anericans 

tended to concentrate on extricating themselves from 

Vietnam quagmire and on building a ne\v structure of 

peace vJi th the Soviets. 19 

18 Smith, n.5, p. 16. 

19 Pierre Lellouche, 11 The tra;'1sformation of ;;ATO: 
~arallel European Cooperation;' in A. I. 3roadhust, 
ed., The Future of European Alliance Sys tern: lJ!-~.TO 
and the vlarsaw Pact (Boulder, Colorado: '·!estvieH, 
1982), p. 88. 
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It was during this ;;eriod that vlashington thought 

it necessary to launch "year of Europe" in 1973 to 

demonstrate to its allies America's continued 

interest in the commitment to the Atlantic Alliance. 

But this ill-fated declaration ended in bitter 

recrimination fuelled by the crises and disturbances 

which occurred else'\.vhere. 

After the confusion and recriminations of the 

early 1970's the·re was a lull in this relationship. 

Indeed, during 1975 and 1976 there were frequent 

references to 1 rebuilding 1 , and 1 consolidation 1
• They 

also referred to the other constructive activities. 

The problems in :=::uro-A~rican relations car.1e to be 
assumed 

vie1.-ved in a larger context, and}worldwide ramifications. 
t· 

The process of globalisation had thus ga;i.ned currency. 

During the late 1970's and the early 1980's, 

the rhetoric of Atlanticism and 9artnership '\.·las muted 

in European-American relations. ·?resident Carter began 

his term of office with v1i1at had :oeco:re almost the 

ritual promise of consultation '.-r.i t.lf the ::::uropea..11 allies. 20 

He eX'.t:Jressed his determination to pursue the pol~ cy of 

Human Rights. But by the end of his term, Carter had 

made major policy changes and stressed t.~e strategic 

asp:::!cts of the Arrerican confrontation Hit..~ the Soviet 

20 smith, n.s, p. 26. 
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Union. Thus the 'Carter Doctrine' sought to set· 

limits on Soviet expansion in South-\rlest Asia as 

Hell as in the Middle East. His actions and ~)olicies 

triggered off transatlantic recrimL1aL.ions. 

Thus, durins.J Carter's regime, political 

relation between Europe and America plummeted to the 

lowest ebb. Transatlantic frictions which grew 

partly owing to sor.e military setbacks were greatly 

intensified by parallel diplomatic a~d economic 

developments. 11 General European disapJroval of 

American diplomacy was parallel by an almost universal 

t;' d'd' f . . , ... 21 wuropean ~s a1n or Amer~can econom~c po~~cy • 

Carter's policy of ,.denouncing detente and 

imposing broad sanctions against the Soviet Union 

(after 1979 invasion) did not find favour vlith the 

Europeans. In this mood, Europeans began to have 

substantial reservations about Carter's new Rapid 

Deployment Force. 

Carter undoubtedly had made significant changes 

in the broad military, diplomatic and economic initia-

ti ves of the Nixon years. Unfortunately, it came to be 

21 Ibid., p. 71. 
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vie\ved as insuffic:i ent, tardy, vacillating and 

amateurish in the eyes of the public. "Carter came 

to office as the beneficiary of Nixon's mistakes at 

home, he left it as t~e scapegoat for Nixon's 

mistakes abroad". 22 The election in 1980 o-F Ronald 

Reagan as the President of the United States was 

accompanied by the promi::;e to mend forces and 

refurbish the Atlantic partnership. He :;ought to 

enhance Arnerica' s prestige and po\ver in the global 

arena. Hm·Jever, he found himself confronted with a 

fragmented and often hostile ~·Jest European audience. 

The his tory of NATn w0uld thu.'"' be incomplete 

\vi thout sorre reference to the fact that American 

European rPlat~ ons had not been altogether. bl~nk pages 

filled in only by events since 1945. On the contrary, 

both A~ericans and Europeans had a deep store of 

attitudes about each other. Both reinforced and 

envenomed their rPlatioris in the alliance. The ties 

of history, ideology, institutions, ualues and culture 

that underlie. the recent security and political 

relationship would be s ignif~cant: because they \vere 

instrurre ntal in fashioning the hrh ole set of strategic 

reaction or NATo. 23 

22 David, ?. Calleo, 
Future of ~vestern Allinnce 
·shers, 1987), p. 71. ~- , __ _ 

23 see stan lev R Sloan, ed., :N~id'o- in the 1990s 
(Hr~shinrrt.on: P~=>rOAmon. 1989). n_ 73_ 



C H A P T E R - II 



A SHIFT· Il'J U.S. APPROACH 

During the latter part of the 1970's the 

Superpower relations changed drastically. Among 

other developments, a major event took place in 

Afghanistan. The Soviet troops occupied Afghanistan 

in December 1979 which brought about a IM.jor crisi~ 

between the u.s. and the Soviet Union. Soviet inter

vention in t:1e region was regarded by America as a 

direct threat to the gulf region and a problem to 

its traditional ally, Pakistan. Hith the hostile 

regime in Iran and a non-aligned India, Washington 

regarded the Soviet action as a further pointer to 

a possible Soviet preponderance over .the region. 

It was feared that in an adverse eventuality, the 

industrial strength of the Hestern Europe would be 

curtailed drastically by blocking the oil supply to 

that region. Japan, another ally of the United 

State& would also be hit severely by such an action. 

The security as well as military-cum-strategic 

considerations of Europe loomed large on the estimate 

<:>f Arrerican policy planners. Europe on its part also 

felt increasingly threatneed by the possibility of 

optimum utilisation of conventional forces as also of 

short range nuclear warheads on its door steps with 
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the Soviet Union. As a result, European security 

as also its future status vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, 

became the key point in East-West relations. 

With the activities of war in Afghanistan, 

Western Europe believed that America's commitment to 

its allies were at a stake. Hence, any negotiations 

on arms control with the Soviet Union, would be 

carried out with European viewpoint as well. 

Besides on a wider geo-strategic scale, the 

invasion of Afghanistan, coming as it did after the 

extension of Soviet influence into Ethopia and Yemen, 

changed the strategic map of the Persian Gulf region 

from which Europe received about 60 per cent of her 

oil requirements. The presence of Western naval 

forces (essentially American and French) in the area 

had expanded East-West confrontation beyond the 

traditional European theatre into a region which in 

itself was extremely volatile and unstable. 

The promulgation of the Carter Doctrine 
proclaiming the Gulf a vital us interest 
and threatening the ~se of force to preserve 
the oil flow, and the eruption of the Iran
Iraq war in 1980, coming after the second 
dramatic oil price rise in the wake of the 
Islamic revolution in Iran the previous year, 
finally brought home to Europe the lesson 
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which had been ~ickly forgotten after 
1973, namely that European Security can 
no longer be geographically limited to 
the European theatre alone. (1) 

Earlier, in a bid to restore the superiority 

of American military power, Carter Administration 

adopted an ambitious "long term defence programne" 

and attempted to strengthen its nuclear as well as 

conventional force posture. But when the improvement 

programme for these forces was threatened from various 

fronts, the Reagan Administration assumed office with 

the promise to consolidate the alliance by re-

establishing American military strength and reasserting 

American leadership. 

In the early years of NATO, u.s. had enjoyed 

an absolute nuclear superiority over its principal 

adversary, i.e. the Soviet Union. But gradually 

Soviet Union also achieved nuclear parity with the 

·United States, thus changing one of the most important 

conditioning factors for the original trans-atlantic 

bargain. 

1 Piere Lellouche, "The Transformation of NATO: 
Parallel European Cooperation" in A.I. Broadhurst, 
ed., The Future of the Euro an Alliance S stem: 
NATO and the vlarsaw Pact Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press, 1982), p. 91. 
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One of the experts opined: 

For the past 25 years, the United States 
has become progressively more vulnerable, 
its very existence more dependent on the 
intentions and capabilities of a hostile 
power than it has been since the Arrerican 
Revolution. (2) 

The tactical advantage that the United States 

had enjoyed far a long time was countered in the 1970's 

by Soviet nuclear force improvements. It included the 

deployment of SS-20s, a mobile and accurate missile 

system. In Europe, uneasiness about the inter-

continental strategic military balance revived the 

usual fear about American decoupling. 3 Growing 

impatient with the rapid increase in the number of 

new intermediate Qucle ar 'missiles SS-20 s, German 

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 'began pressing the Arrericans 

to counter by deploying intermediate range missiles in 

Europe. 

Henry Kissinger also expressed his dis-

enchantment over t"le adequacy of NATO 1 s nuclear policy. 

He urged the NATO to modernize its European-based 

nuclear forces and encourage the allies to strengthen 

conventional defence. He was of the opinion that the 

2 stanley R. Sloan, NATO's Future: Toward a New 
Transatlantic Bargain (Washington, D.C.:National 
Defense University Press, 1985), p. 64. 

3 David P. Calleo, Beyond American Hegemony: The . . . . . . 
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extended deterrence had been rendered obsolete by 

the advent of Soviet strategic nuclear parity, and 

the expansion of Soviet theatre nuclear forces had 

checkma. ted NATO 1 s adoption of the flexible response 

strategy and deployrrent of thousands of short-range 

nuclear weapons in Europe. 

1979 twin track policy and its repercussions 

In 1979, NATO adopted the historic twin track 

policy to negotiate with the Soviet Union about the 

limitation of nuclear arms in Europe while at tre 

same time preparing to deploy Euro-strateyic missiles. 

In pursuance \vith NATO's 1979 decision to 

modernise its theatre nuclear forces while seeking 

to negotiate limits on such forces wi t.'l) t 1-E Soviet 

Union, the United States began deploying Pershing II 

ballistic missiles and Ground-Launched Cruise Missiles 

(GLCMs) in December 1983. 

Reagan Administration officials hearlded 
the ini tia 1 deployrre nt as a victory for 
NATO, demonstrating the ability of the 
allies to stick \~th a difficult decision 
even in the face of strong Soviet op:=>osition. {4) 

Future of ~'/estern Alliance (New York: Publishers 
Inc, 1987), p. 66. 

4 Sloan, n.2, p. 67. 
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Alliance solidari ·ty behind NATO 1 s 1979 dual 

track decision on INF modernisation prevented the 

Soviets from unilaterally dictating Weste;nsecurity 

policy. This solidarity stemmed from the extensive 

consultation 'l:ihich the u.s. conducted with its European 

and Japanese allies on arms control issues. These 

consultations assured a consensus among the allies 

which was essential in dealing with the Soviets on 

th 't 1 . 5 ese Vl. a 1.ssues. 

The main intention of the decision was to 

enhance deterrence against Soviet aggression and to 

reassure Europe about the American nuclear guaran~ee. 

5 

The decision to modernize nuclear forces 
in Europe was takeR in order to reinforce 
the alliance's structure of collective 
security and to maintain the cre~ibility 
of America • s extended deterrent and -to 
sup::;ort the alliance strategy of flexible 
response. This decision represented 
continuity not change". (6) 

31, 

6 Richard R. Burt, "The Alliance at a Cross Road", 
Department of State Bulletin (Washington, D.c.: 
GPO), vol. 82, no. 2059, February 19_82, p. 44. 
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SALT II AND AFTERMATH 

However, the arms control track suffered a 

major set back due to the general deterioration in 

u.s. - Soviet relations which had begun in the years 

immediately prior to the NATO decision. 

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the 

aftermath of NATO 1979 decision provided a rallying 

point for the critique of Soviet global intervention 

which had been building in the United States for a 

number of years. It subsequently led to the non-

ratification of the SALT II Treaty by the US Senate. 

The 1980's ushered a new era in Arrerican 
,.· 

politics. Ronald Reagan after trouncing a discredited 

Jimmy Carter in the 1980 election, set American foreign 

policy on a new course. The new Administration was 

deeply sceptical about arms oontrol and sought to 

project Soviet Union as the principal adversary to US 

interest. It embarked upon developing the defence 

build up in a grandiose manner. 

The Reagan Administration's approach to the 

1979 decision was based on its dominant philosophy 

that the Soviet Union would not act seriously in arms 

control negotiations until Hosoow saw that an expensive arm: 
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race was the alternative to arms control agreement. 

Owing to the pressure from the allies as well 

as from within the Administration itself, President 

Reagan announced the famous "zero option" proposal on 

18 November 1981, which called for the total elimina

tion of all Soviet intermediate range nuclear weapons 

in return for cancellation of NATO deployment plans. 

The principal motive behind it was to gain European 

public support for its deployment programme. This 

proposal was spurnned by the Soviet Union on the ground 

that there already existed a rough parity between East 

and ·,..;est in such sys t.em. It counted British and French 

forces in the West's totals and did not want to 

sanction new American ~epioyrrents in an -arms control 

accord. 

The "zero-option" proposal temporarily help2d 

allay the concern about the Administration's casual 

attitude towards discussion of limited nuclear option. 

But Europeans felt jittery over Administration's hard

line rhetoric toward the Soviet Union. The Reagan 

Administration defended its negotiating approach by 

arguing that the West needed to counter the SS-20s and 

re-establish a balance in intermediate range nuclear 

weapons. 
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Different Perceptions with regard to Soviet Union 

Thus. "The Reagan regime came to office with 

excessive zeal for rearming and an all-too-apparent 

disdain for negotiating". 7 He eschewed the policy of 

cooperation and instead embraced the confrontationist 

approach. He virtually held the previous regime 

responsible for the decline of America's power in 

the world in 1970's. He sought to regain superior 

position of the u.s. in the \>lorld politics and asked 

the Western allies to work more cohesively for this end. 

Unlike the US, most West Europeans believed ~'tat a mix 

of preparedness and cooperation was the only alter-

native to face the Soviet, challenge, without, of course, 

going in for a war. There were sharp differences 

between the two aver a number of issues. 

To the Reaganites detente was an unspeakable 
French word. To Europeans the idea was still 
very much alive; signifying not only trade 
with the East but also a gradual evolution 
in the two Europes, leading to a partial 
restoration of historic ties.(8) 

7 Singal y. Leon, "NATO: Reagan • s Radical 
Challenge", Bulletin of Atomic Scientist 
(Chicago), vol. 45, no.l, Jan-Feb. 1989, 
p. 38. 

8 Ibid., p. 38. 
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Reagan also exaggerated the Soviet threat. 

He saw t~e Soviet Union as utterly expansionist, 

while Europeans regarded it as defensive, and indeed 

struggling, to maintain the status quo with the US 

in the international arena. 

Reagan's extravagant anti Soviet rhetoric 
w:-1ich was thought to have deeply offended 
Soviet ieaders, thoroughly alarmed the 
fitting Western European. They noted the 
administration's massive arms building and 
bellicose tone and concluded it was callous 
to the horrors of nuclear war, not serious 
about arm talks and spoiling for a fight 
all over the globe.(9) 

While Reagan spoke of increased danger, the 

Euro ;::>eans sa\~ the Soviet threat diminishing 3.S a 

consequence of the erosion of the Soviet position 

in Eastern Europe, the diversion of its. military 

resources to Afghanistan and the Far East and a 

weakening of Soviet economy. 

The Reagan Administration also challenged the 

very idea of NATO as a defensive alliance in Europe. 

First, it tried to expand the NATO mission to en-

compass Poland, the Middle East and the Persian Gulf, 

although allied involvement outside Europe had always 

been a debatable issue. 

9 Calleo, n.3, p. 73. 
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The nuclear issue was probably the most acute 

point of divergence between the u.s. and its allies. 

US planners said that Europe needed to install new 

missiles capable of striking the Soviet Union. In 

u.s. eyes, this step would reinforce deterrence in 

Europe, thus reducing the risk of war. 10 

European leaders hstead emphasize arms 
control negotiation's to produce nuclear 
equilibrium in Europe, ideally at a 
lower level - reduced Soviet deployment 
and perhaps no new us missiles. (11) 

The assumption of office by Reagan further 

escalated the risk of nuclear confrontation in 

Europe. The Europeans knew what even a limited war 

in Eur~pe's crowded spaces would wreak such havoc 

that no recognisable society could reemerge there 

for centuries to come. 

Such fears reflect a gulf between American 
and European public attitudes about the 
Reagan Administration's policy to strengthen 
NATO 1 s nuclear forces to offset "mounting 
Soviet powers. (12) 

10 International Herald Tribune (?aris), 
24 June 1981. 

11 Ibidem 

12 National Herald (New Delhi), 19 February 1982. 
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The perind from the mid 1970's to the mid 

1980's highlighted both the typical and recurring 

transatlantic differences and the process by which 

they had been contained. Starting in the mid 1970's, 

the Americans embarked on a policy of rearmament and 

confrontation with the Soviets.· The Europeans were 

willing to follow but they too had their reservations 

about it. Europeans believed that detente in Europe 

should be insulated from Soviet-American confrontation 

elsewhere: American policy therefore was not at all 

to their taste. 

AJ~I2 rican policy was based on a sharply 
different view -- both of the Soviets and 
of Weste.rn Europe's proper role in the 
alliance. The Carter __ and Reagan adminis
tration believed that because NATO was 
America's major military investment and the 
Europeans were American's major allies, 
Europe should not be a safe zone for detente, 
but a pressure point where the Soviets could 
be punished for bad behaviour elsewhere. 
Since the Soviets had come to depend on 
European trade and investment, America's 
allies should use their economic leverage 
in the corrmon task of containing Sav iet 
power globally. (13) 

13 Calleo, n.3, p. s. 
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It is worth quoting Lawrence s. Eaghburger, an 

astute comrnentator on American and 'v'lest European 

relations. 

The Reagan Administration considers 
restoration of Western defense capability 
and allied cohesion an overriding priority. 
It is in concert with our NATO partners 
that us foreign policy can achieve its full 
effectivensss. (14) 

The Administration, as one of its primary 

goals, tried to lay the foundation for an improved 

relationship with its a 11 ie s. At the NATO ministerial 

meetings, the alliance took significant steps towards 

forging a new consensus on a firmer, more realistic 

approach to the Soviet Union. This approach had 
;' 

several components as outlined by Secretary Haig. 

First, an insistence that Soviet restraints and reci-

procity in East-Vvest relations must be a key element. 

The communique for the NATO ministerial put the 

Soviets on notice that a stable and constructive East-

West relationship depended on Soviet restraint. Second, 

the alliance must be strengthened in order to restore 

14 Lawrence s. Eagleburger, "US policy towards 
Western Europe and Canada" (staternent before 
the sub-committee on Europe and rvliddle East of 
the House. Foreign Affairs Committee on June 2, 
1981), Department of State Bulletin, (Washington, 
D.C.:GPO), vol. 81, no.2053, August, 1981, 
p. 65. 
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the military balance. The NATO foreign ministers 

thus reaffirmed the decision made in December, 1979 

to proceed with theatre nuclear forces (TNF) 

modernization. 

NATO Strategy 

Strategy for the defence of Europe had changed 

significantly since the inception of NATO. Until the 

mid 1960's America enjoyed an overwhelming strategic 

and theatre nuclear superiority which was considered 

sufficient to deter any form of Soviet a<.J']ression. 

Although the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies 

maintained, as they do today, a preponderence of 

conventional forces on the continent, the threat of 

massive nuclear retaliation against the Soviet Union 

itself was adequate to deter the use of such forces. 

The function of NATO's conventional forces was 

primarily that of a trip wire designed to establish 

the fact of aggression and ensure an immediate 

nuclear response. 

By the mid 1960's the credibility of nuclear 

weapon in detering Soviet attack across the whole 

spectrum of threats ranging from nuclear attack to 
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limited conventional a~gression had markedly declined. 

The Soviet Union was making all out efforts to achieve 

strategic nuclear parity with the us. 

The result of these concerns was the formal 

decision by NATO in 1967 to adopt the doctrine of 

flexible response. It called for the development of 

strategic nuclear theatre and conventional capabilities 
and 

to provide NATO with the ability to deter,jif necessary,to 

defeat a Warsaw Pact attack. The essence of the 

doctrine was the altered role of the alliance's con-

ventional forces no longer simply a trigger to 

nuclear \var, but they were charged Hi th the task of 

halting a conventional attack \vithout an imrrediate 

resort to a nuclear response at Hhatever level. 

Although zucope.:ms acce~')tec~ the idea of 

flexible response, they v1ere clC? arly opposed to any 

plans for fighting a protracted conventional Har in 
. 

Europe.J_ on the contrary, it was their intention to 

develop primarily a strategy ·which Ha.s nuclear in 

essence, as the most effective \vay of deterring the 

Soviet Union and also of having the United States 
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save the risks while they accepted the idea.
15 

~\rfO flaws had always existed vlith regard to 

defensive value and credibility of the strategy of 

flexible response. The first was an open ended 

nature of the conventional d~;enoes the strategy 

pressures to be feasible. The second flaw lay in 

the fundamental incompatibility of the force postures 

16 recr.:ired to wage conventional versus nuclear warfare. 

In brief, Europe's security had been based on a 

triad consisting of three legs : co:wentiona 1 capabi-

lities, theatre nuclear capabilities and a US promise 

of help, if necessary, from its global strategic 

nuclear capabilities. The whole package was popularly 

known as conventional flexible response. 

~vo of the above legs of Europe's security 

tool were crumbling, and the third, its conventional 

forces, was far too weak to carry the load. Furthermore, 

15 Kenneth Hunt, Atlantic Unity and European 
Defence in A.I. Broadhurst, ed., The Future of 
Euro an Alliance S tern: NA and the Vlarsaw 
Pact Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1982) 
p. 82. 

16 See Robert c Richardson, "NATO: Challenges and 
Opportunities", Journal of Social, Political and 
Economic Studies (Washington, D.c.), vol. 12, 
no.4, Winter"1987, p. 377. 
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there was no will to pay the cost of building these 

to an adequate level. The Soviet strategic missile 

and the subma.rine build up over the past decade had 

eroded the credibility of the last leg of this triad. 

Allied confidence in the us that it would use its 

strategic capabilities when faced with certain Soviet 

retaliation had steadily declined. President Re~gan's 

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) proposal designed 

to reverse this trend by pLoviding defence against 

missiles, whether launched in a first strike, in 

retaliation for a strategic or tactical nuclear 

response to limited aggression in Euro:r.e, or by 

accident, was in limbo. 17 

Stn-MARY: 
,. 

The shift in United States policy towards 

Europe could be understood in terms of three components: 

relative decline in power, attitudinal d1anges towards 

nuclear weapons, and third, the decline in its relations 

with Hestern Europe itself. 

17 Robert c. Richardson, "A Solution to the NATO
INF problem 11

, Journal of Social, Political and 
Economic Studies (washington, D.c.), vol.13, 
no.l, Spring 1988, p.4. 
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Reagan rejected both the Carter Policy and 

that of Nixon and Kissinger and instead, adopted 

polici;es based on nostalgia for the 1980s. The 

Ad~inistration attempted to ignore all limits to 

the United States power. American decline was 

attributed to a "decade of neglect". The impli

cation being that it could be reversed through 

sustained efforts to the restoration of American 

Military Power. 

The second arena in which there had been a 

discernible shift in American attitudes was in the 

arena of nuclear weapons. In the 1950s and early 

1960s nuclear weapons played a major part in solving 

many of America's security problems. But in the 

latter period, they posed new dilemma and difficulties. 

Furthermore, this sentiment was shared across a wide 

range of political spectrum, from liberals to 

conservatives. It manifested itself the arguments of 

explicit "No First Use Advocates". The non-nuclear 

sentiment has been evident in some of the policies and 

actions of the Reagan Administration itself. The 

President's Strategic Defence Initiative, the proposal 

at the Reykjavik Summit for the abolition of ballistic 
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missiles and the subsequent INF agreement were all 

indicative of changed attitudes towards nuclear 

weapons and towards their role in NATO strategy. 

The third trend challenging the exising 

policy framework concerned American attitudes towards 

its West European allies. These three stances were 

distinct, but mutually reinforcing. 

Thus, under Ronald Reagan the US-\'lest EuroJ;:ean 

relations got off to a trouble start and remained 

that way through his first term. The early difficul

ties were caused largely by its effort to pursue new 

controversial strategic policies that its allies did 

not support. 

The United States under Reagan redeemed its 

lost prestige, both, with its allies as well as its 

adversaries. The President resurrected its lost image 

by bold initiative on the field of SDI programme. 

The pressure of SDI worked remarkably well. The 

Soviet Union faced by economic crises was not in a 

confrontable position to respond to the US challe:1ge. 

Their negotiations in arms control showed a considerable 

defensive posture. The Soviet ability to withstand the 
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US nuclear pressure diminished gradually. In t~ 

strategy-calculations, the US succeeded in bringing 

round the Soviets to their viewpoints in SDI. There 

were several occasions which showed moments of 

desperation in terms of arms control negotiations 

with the United st.ates. The Summit with Gorbachev 

in Reykjavik made President Reagan look taller to 

the soviet leader in terms of the crude "real-politik". 

Reagan, on the other hand, insisted, despite 

the pressure building at home, that he would not relax 

on his plan of SDI. It was in the interest of the 

United States that the vlorld should move, so he argued 

from .t·1utually Assure_d Destruction (J'.1AD) to the 

I1utually Ass:J.red Survival <=··1AS). This helped lift 

the us image considerably in the eyes of its allies 

toe). The ?rLre Hinister of Britain nargaret Thatcher, 

gave SU9?ort to Reagan's plan. The French and German 

showed their lukewarm attitude but were, nevertheless, 

with the United States in terms of its tough postures 

towards the Soviet Union. The home governments in 

both these countries i.e. France and vlest Germany had 

to face anti-nuclear war lobbies. As a result, there 

were times of critical approach towards US nuclear 

policy. They were however committed to the common goal 

of defence for vJestern Euro];le. 
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Contrary to the prevailing notion that the 

United States and vlestern Europe had differences 

over defence matters, it was the economic matters 

that perceptibly gave some jolts to their relations. 

Both France and West Germany were engaged in their 

economic revitalization. The strengthening of 

European Economic Community and the concept of Pan

Europe, became the key points of European personality. 

The major economic competition for Hestern Europe 

laid in the United States of America. There were 

times of crises on liberalisation of trade, enhanced 

commercial activities, chase in the markets in the 

Third Hor ld countries, became the points of disarray 

in the Hestern camp. As a result, Reagan faced a 

tough Europe but with a friendly nod. 

Reagan on his part had comnunicated to his 

NATO allies that the us would not fail them in time 

of difficulties. Reagan's position was communicated 

unequivocally. The relationship became very warm and 

cordial during the later years with the Europe. 

Regardless of the mechanism it employed, the Reagan 

Administration deserves the credit for orchestrating 

this positive turn of events. 



C H A P T E R - III 



REACT I ON TO THE U.S. POLICY 

Since 1949, the North Atlantic Alliance had 

been the nucleus of the post \var international system. 

11 Dound together in the North Atlantic ?rce:t"i' Or':'; =>n iza-

tion, North Americe: anC. ~'iestern Europe have given the 

posbJar Horld its vi tal centre of mili ta.ry stability 

and politico-economic order". 1 However, this complex 

international institution had not had a trouble-free 

development. The history of NATO had 1;een the history 

of crisis from the stillborn European Defence 

Com·.•uni ty to the scuffled I·Iul ti lateral Force; from Suez 

to Vietnam to Gren_fida and Libya; arrl from the a:-~ ti-

nuclear revolt of the 1950's to the peace marchers of 

the 1980's. Thus, there h9d been crises periodically 

in the histo.ry of NATO. But the alliance had withstood 

the test of time in meeting the challenges that had 

come up before it. 

Several ne\v developrrents had been discernible 

in the world of today. The qualitative change in 

military balance, the remarkable progress of detente 

between the tvJO super powers, the gro1vi ng power of the 

1 David P. Calleo, Beyond American Hegemony: 
The Future of Hestern Alliance (New York: Inc. 
Publishers, 1987), p. 3. 
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Third world countries with the economic crises 

emanating all over constitute significant changes in 

the post war global framework. As a result of these 

changes, it would be inevitable that the United States 

and its allies in NATO would experience some turbulence 

among themselves. The treaty had gone a long way in 

meeting each other's collective requirements on 

defence matters, but not necessarily without a 

rancour from one or two of its partners in the 

alliance system. 

The issues over which disagreements or 

divergence of opinion existed between United States 

and Western Europe concerned mainly to Alliance ;·.ranage

ment and comprises the following four aspects of Atlantic 

relationships: 

i) the modernization of NATO 1 s theatre nuclear forces; 

ii) the standardisation of weapons; 

iii)the proper level of defence spending, popularly 

known as burden sharing; and 

iv) out-of-area problems. 

Theatre Nuclear Forces: 

Towards the end of 1970's a clear imbalance in 

Intermediate-range Nuclear :F0rces beb'leen soviet Union 

and u.s. and its NATO allies had become a major issue. 
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The growing advantage held by the Soviet Union seemed 

to threaten the security by questioning the NATO's 

deterrent strategy. In a bid to counter Soviet 

union 1 s aggressive posture, NATO ado;_Ytec3. 'ti1e historic 

December, 1979 dual-track decision in which its members 

agreed to deploy long range INF missiles while 

simultaneously showing the inclination and sincerity to 

negotiate on arms control issue. 

The Soviet Union has long deployed missiles 

with sufficient range to strike targets in Europe, 

but not in the United States. In the late 1950's it 

deployed some 600 ss-4 and ss-5 missiles against 

Europe. The United States deployed almost equivalent 

types of missiles in Western Europe in the early 1960's, 

although the number was comparatively srrall. Thus, till 

the end of 1970's, the Soviet Union held sway over t~e 

Western European nations over INF missiles. Further, 

the Soviet Union went ahead with its programme of 

deploying SS-20 missiles which were more accurate and 

possessed a much greater range than SS-4 and ss-5 missiles. 

They had the capability to strike targets in Europe, the 

!'.fiddle East and much of Asia and were regarded as highly 

mobile. As op9osed to the single war-head of the 

earlier missiles they carried three independently 

targetable war-heads. 
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All these deploymen·ts led to fear and 

suspicion among NATO allies. Intensive NATO consul-

tations also took place. And finally the Alliance 

decided to redress the INF imbalance through deploy-

ment in ~·lestern Europe of 108 single war-head 

Pershing .t.J:: Missiles and 464 Ground Launched Cruise 

Hissiles (GLCHs). 

The above constituted the modernisation traCk 

of the decision. The second element of the dual track 

decision was the arms control track. Hhile making 

arrangements to modernise its nucledr forces NATO 

concurrently offered arms control negotiations on INF. 

The criteria for these talks were evolved within NATO's 

Special Consultative Group, a body vlhich was specially 

constituted to ponder over INF arms control matters. 

A second NATO body, the High Level Group of NATO's 

Nuclear Planning Group also met to address questions 

raised by the prospective deployment of us longer range 

INF missiles. These meetings, as a whole, represented 

one of the most intensive intra-alliance consultations 

in NATO.' s his tory. 2 

2 See for details, Christopher · Coker, The Future 
of Atlantic Alliance (London: Macmillan Press, 
1984), p. 29. 
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However, the programme of modernization of 

theatre nuclear forces evoked serious criticism from 

two d!sparate groups. The first group felt that the 

NATO decision of 1979 as totally an inadequate response 

since it has focussed on a single element of the 

theatre nuclear spectrum and thus distracted attention 

from the real problem facing the Alliance. They 

criticised the piecemeal and ad-hoc steps which was 

underway in replacing obsolete nuclear weapons in the 

alliance. 

The second group of critics had altogether a 

different story to tell. They contended that Hhatever 

be the validity of the programme the costs would far 

outweigh any marginal gains. They refuted the principle 

that strategic parity neutralised the deterrent effect 

of central strategic system for all situations except 

a direct attack on the homeland. They believed that 

the present capabilities of the United States, combined 

Hi th its deep sense of comni tment to defend lrlestern EuroiJE! 

in the event of a Soviet aggression Here sufficient to 

deter Soviet Union from any initiative involvi~g a 

nuclear Harfare. 

Thus from 1979 the alliance had been surely 

challenged by disagreeii1e~ts over nuclear policy. At 
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the level of mass opinion there Has widesyread 

questioning and at the level of intergovernmental 

discussion there were widespread fears that the US Ha.'lted 

to keep nuclear war limited to Europe. Given the 

deterioration in us-soviet relations in the 1980's, 

fears multiplied and security concerns mounted as the 

us and its allies argued at cross purposes. As a 

result, opposition intensified to the deployment of 

us nuclear weapons in Europe. Opposition parties 

in key Sur ope an states - including \!.Jest Germany, 

Britain, Belgium, Denmark, Norway and the Netherla'lds -

became committed in varying degrees to removing us INF 

and to supporting a non-nuclear defence. Nuclear 

\veapons 1vere increasingly seen as politically divisive 
-· 

and not militarily credible. 

The modernization decision was a clear attempt 

to secure elite-to-elite agreement a!1d to reinforce the 

visible symbols of the US guarantee. The ensuing poli-

ticizati on of defence debates had called into question 

the empirical reality of the symbol. It had generated 

doubts about the possible removal of US nuclear weapons 

from Europe, and it had excessively strained the resort 

of ambiguity that was so vi tal in preserving ron sensus 

in the alliance. A balance had to oo struck between 
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the elite consensus between governrrents and mass elite 

opinion over issues of deterrence and defence if the 

alliance was to survive.
3 

NATO Standardisation: 

Efforts to ensure cooperation between 
partners in the Atlantic Alliance have a 
long history and have taken many forms. In 
theory, a strong interest in promoting such 
cooperation should exist for it would be 
possible to strengthen security at less cost. (4) 

This is a major advantage which could be 
and 

accrue~ by avoiding loss, wastage,/duplication. 

In the present day world, budgetary constraints 

had justified cooperation for major programmes such as 

the MRCA, Ronald and Jaguar. Most of the countries 

pooled their resources more or less on equal terms 

resulting in the proliferation of multinational 

programmes. 

Technological constraints were a corollary of 

budgetary constraints. Most were due to the fact that 

only few countries had sufficient resources to pursue 

3 

4 

Steve Smith, "Theatre Nuclear Forces and the 
NATO Alliance" in Walter, Goldstein, Fighting 
Allies: Tensions within the Atlantic Alliance 
(London: Brassey's Defence Publishers, Ltd, 1986). 

Coker, n.2, p. 83. 
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research in technical field and hence the only option 

available was to pool their knowledge. Lastly, po:j.i-

tical consideratio~had been no less significant in 

forging extensive cooperation:with a view to maintaining 

the aompetitiveness of the European defence industry in 

the present world crisis. 

Here it will be worthwhile to mention three 

different fora where Alliance cooperation supposedly 

had taken place. 

Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD) 

The CNAD was originally established to improve 

the mechanisms of cooperation in research, development 
' 

and production of military equipment. This has resulted 

in achievement of some production economies and avoidance 

of duplication of development effort. The savings \vhich 

had been achieved through such cooperation had been quite 

significant. The second major area in which equiprnent 

cooperation had made important strides was in the field 

of increased military effectiveness. Its more recent 

initiatives had been the establishrrent of two additional 

committees: t..""le NATO Armaments Planning Review (NAPR) 

and the Periodic Armaments Planning Systems (PAPS). 
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Independent European Programme Group (IEPG) 

The IEPG was set up in 1975 to tabulate on 

an annual basis the major equipment replacement 

intentions of all its 12 members. The main limitation 

to the IEPG procedure v1as that the scheduling exercise 

concerned itself only with proposals for the replace

ment of existing equipments. Nevertheless, in the 

comparatively short time of the IEPG's existence, a 

number of significant European projects had been 

identified. The most important related to a new 

tactical combat aircraft, a new family of European 

military helicopters and third generation European 

anti-tank guided weapons. 

West European Union n·mU) 

The most important forum in which standardisa

tion was often discussed was perhaps WEU's Standing 

Committee on Armaments. It carne into being in 1955 with 

the sole objective of promoting standardisation of 

weapon systems. It had received unflinching support 

from France since its inception. All throughout, this 

French preference had been echoed in numerous statements 

and proposals. In September 1983, French Premier 
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Pierre Mauroy called on the Europeans to develop a 

real spirit of defence in their countries and to 

agree on a joint arms production policy in the West 

European Union • 

In October 1984, the Foreign and Defence 

Ministers of the WEU countries, meeting in Rome, 

agreed to revitalise the WEU. They decided to hold, 

twice a year, combined meetings of foreign and defence 

ministers to discuss a wide range of defence and 

security issues. They also pledged to develop an 

effective and competitive European armaments industry 

as "a fundamental aspect of Europe • s contribution to 

the Atlantic Alliance". 5 

Nuclear Weapons Collaboration: 

The United Kingdom and France with their 

independent nuclear systems, had contributed to ~'!estern 

deterrence, apart from the u.s. Efforts towards 

rational ising these capabilities through cooperation 

had always lacked sufficient political sup~)ort. 

5 Stanley .K. Sloan, NATO's Future: Towards 
a New Transatlantic Bargain (Washington, 
D.C.: National Defense University Press, 
1985), p. 175. 
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such cooperation would require a fundamental change 

in French policy and substantial shifts in British 

as well as French attitudes towards the process of 

European integration. Furthermore, a premature 

European move toward nuclear cooperation might 

inspire an equally premature ~~rican folding of the 

nuclear umbrella. European nuclear oooperati on, 

therefore, apparently remained an issue for the 

future. 6 

Arms Production and Procurerre nt 

Cooperative European Production and pL~curement 

of weapon system were the tHo key issues which had 

thwarted NATO's standardisation program~e. Since the 

inception of NATO military structure, u.s. provided 

bulk of the armaments necessary to maintain a credible 

deterrent strategy. This, however, had resulted in a 

one-way traffic on the two-way streets of armaments 

trade. Hence, there had been occasional demand to 

chalk out a com~on European industrial policy in order 

to prDtect European interest in the armament industrv. 

But the European governrrents had not demonstrated 

much political will to rationalise defence prDduction 

6 Ibid., pp. 183-85. 
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and procurement. European members had generally 

remained apathetic to this problem. In the absence 

of a European arma.ment market (which only the govern

ment can create), European industrialists would not be 

motivated to form Eurorean armament industries. 

over and above, both the Euro-group and IEPG lacked 

the political base necessary to serve as the agency 

for coordinating European armaments efforts. 

Out of Area Problem: 

From its inception, the Alliance had been 

designed solely to defend the North Atlantic area, 

not interests outside it. The alliance had never had 

a Third World mission. Its out of area problem had 

naturally evoked objections from its members fDr domestic 

political reasons or otherwise. 

Surprisingly, however, the alliance had never 

remained apathetic to problems outside the NATO area. 

Events of the last decade had emphasized the extent to 

which Western security was vulnerable to events outside 

NATO's prescribed area. The allies had historically 

used a variety of consultative opportunities provided 

by NATO committees and meetings to continue a dialogue 

on threats to Western security outside NATO area. 
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The Alliance took a potentially historic step 

when it agreed to the first phase of a plan enabling 

the United States to divert forces currently assigned 

to NATO to deal with emergencies in the Persian Gulf, 

"By implication, the alliance for the first tirie in 

its history defined its security interest which lay 

outside its traditional defence perimeter". 7 

This was reinforced nine months later by the 

decision of the incoming Reagan Administration to shift 

the command of the Rapid Deployrrent Force (RDF) from 

Readiness Comma..'1d at MacDill Air Force base to European 

Com11and (Eurocom) in Heidelberg. Instead of making it 

an entirely new Command in the Middle East, the United 

States transferred it to the control of the Supreme 

Allied Commander. In the process the United States had 

increasingly sought allied supp9rt for its actions 

outside the North Atlantic Area. 

The Reagan Administration gave the theme a 

new sense of urgency. It showed signs of wanting to 

mend its bridges within the Alliance in order to 

secure full alljed ·agreement for moves outside the 

Treaty area which in it§ judgment was in allied 

7 Coker, n.2, p. 95. 
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interest as we11. 8 

Thus out-of-area contingencies posed a 

continuing threat to alliance cohesion. The lack 

of Zuropean involvement in future out-of-region 

confrontation Where Soviet or Soviet-backed forces 

might be directly involved would promote the u.s. 

view of its allies as totally dependent on the 

American extended containment for safeguarding their 

own interest. 9 

Issue of troop withdrawal 

The American Military presence in r,·lestern 

Europe was almost a permanent feature of the political 
;' 

and strategic landscape. Any debate on cuts in these 

forces aroused considerable consternation in Western 

Europe. Supporters of the status guo contended that any 

large scale force reduction would jeopardise the 

existing structure of security in Europe and offer the 

Soviet Union Unprecedented opportunity to expand its 

influence. 

8 

9 

Coker, n.2, p. 96. 

See \'Ji 11 iam sr. Tow I II NATO Is Out of Region 
Challenges and Extended Containment" Orbis 
(Philadelphia) 1 vol. 28 1 no.4 1 Winter 1985 1 

p. 845. 
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Nhatever might be the case, American military 

presence in Western Europe ran counte1.· to A.me rican 

historical traditions and political process. Hore-

over, there were certain aspects of the European-

AnErican relationship which encouraged periodic 

challenges to the existing troops levels. 

In a long term perspective, American troops 

in Euroje were an aberration. In the formative years 

of NATO, it \<las suggested that the Ainerican military 

presence was a tem-~;orary supplement to ~~uropean effort 

rather than a long term substitute for them. From 

the outset there was a symbolic relationship >--:et1-veen 

q·uestions relating to A.rnerican troor) levels in europe 

and the no~ion of burden sharing. ,. 

The ambiguities attendant upon ti1e initial 
troop dep loyrre ~1-t, the tension between t:1e 
internal and external dirrens ions of t.he 
com.i·ni tme nt, and the idiosyncracies of the 
American political system made it likely 
that there would be periodic reappraisal 
of the ~uerican military presence in 
Western ~urope. (10) 

10 ?hil Hilliams, "American Troops in Europe: 
A New Great Debate?" \·Jorld Today (London), 
vol. 43, no. 12, December 1987, p. 216. 
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The most sustained and fundamental reappraisal 

of the Arrerican military presence in r.'Jestern Euror:x= 

occured from 1966 to 1975 when Senator Mike Mansfield 

introduced legislation designed to bring about subs

tantial troop reduction. But Ni~n administration 

remained committed to the existing force levels and 

prevented Mansfield from obtaining a majority in favour 

of unilateral force reductions. Over and above, the 

prevailing international climate also created some 

conditions by which pressure, which was mounted, 

began to subside. As a result, the issue of troop 

withdrawal was relegated to the baCkground for quite 

a few years. However, in the early years of 1980's 

this issue carne to the fore \.Ji th renev-red sense and 

vigour. This could be attributed partly to t'l-)e 

resentment created by the European failure to support 

the United States on "East-Hest" and "out-of-area issues 11 

and partly due to the disparities that existed between 

the American and the European defence expenditure. 

The Stevens ~~endments in 1982 reflected these concerns 

and was essentially a punitive response. The Nunn 

Amendment of 1984, ho.vever, was more positive in its 

ap!:1roach and attempted at establishing the conditions 

under which A.rnerican troops would remain in Europe. 
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Nunn advocated that the symbolic function of American 

troops should cease and they should be treated as 

part of stalwart conventional defence. In pursuance 

of this objective Europeans had to make greater efforts 

to overcome deficiencies in their conventional forces. 

By making the number of American troops in 
Europe conditional on these efforts, Nunn was 
adopting a more explicitly coercive approach 
to burden sharing than had hitherto been 
evident in American foreign policy. (11) 

During testimony before the Senate Co~~ittee 

on Armed .Services in January, 1987, ?rofessor Zbigniew 

Brzesinski, the forrrer White House Nat.ional Security 

Advisor, suggested that the United States should 

gradually remove 100,000 troops from \'!estern Europe, 

and use them as a rapid mobile reserve for Persian 

Gulf and other Third i·lor:-ld contingencies. This proposal 

found favour Hi th the Congress. Indeed, during the 

• 
first half of 1987, there appeared to be considerable 

restiveness on capitol Hill with the current level of 

American forces in Western Europe. This did not 

11 IQid., p. 217. 
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develop into a serious movement to reduce troops 

largely because of progress in the negotiations on 

Intermediate Nuclear Forces, the allie~ governments 

(especially that of Hest Germany) became extremely 

sensitive about what ap~:-eared to be a '"eakening of 

the American nuclear guarantee. 

On being asked under what extreme circumstances 

would he consider withdra1..ving u.s. troops from German 

soil. President Ronald ~eagan observed : 

":'he cooperative security arrangements of the 
N.\TO alliance have maintained the peace for 
almost forty years. As President of t.lle 
United States, my most important task is to 
continue to 9reserve our peace and freedom. 
As long as we face a determined adversary 
in Europe, the presence of u.s. forces in 
the Federal _qepublic and in Berlin Hill be 
essential. I vlould like to emphasize the 
cooperative nature of our arrange-nents. 
Unlike the Warsaw ::C'act J::ATO security 
relations are hased on co:111.1on agreem2 nt s. 
u.s. forces vlill remain in the Feder2.l 
.<.epublic as long as they are needed and 
welcomed by the ~..,ederal l.epubJ.ic. (12) 

12 Compilation of Presidential Documents 
Washington, D.c. : Government Printing 

Office), vol. 19, no.19, l'1ay 16, 1983, p. 952. 
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Burden Sharing 

o~e of the recurring differences among allies 

centred around the Arrerican vievJ, periodically arti-

culated, that the burden of defence was not fairly 

shared. This debate over burden sharing had been an 

endemic controversy within the Atlantic Alliance since 

NATO came into being. 

From the earliest days of the u.s. Senate 
deliberation over ratification of the North 
Atlantic Treaty, vocal and influential 
segments of the AJnerican political leadership 
have questioned the 'fairness' of the burden 
the United States bore for th:; defence of 
vJestern Europe. (13) 

For almost 40 years, NATO nations had wrestled 
,. 

with the problem of who should pay a:1d how much for 

Europe's defence. It had been alleged that the United 

States, the leader of the alliance, had borne a dis-

proportionate share of the NATO defence burden. In 

almost every year since 1950, the u.s. had allocated 

a greater percentage of its resources to the military 

than its NATO counterparts. This issue assumed 

serious significance during Reagan's regi;re. 

13 James B. Steinberg, "Rethinking Debate on Burden 
Sharing", Seminar (London), vol.29, no.1, 
January-February 1987, p. 56. 
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In 1984, the Administration expressed its deep 

concern over the Congressional efforts to link the 

number of American troops in Europe to increase in 

European defence spending. The Senate's Defense 

Appropriation Sub-Committee, for example, vote 

12 - 1 in October 1982, for an amendment to the 

Pentagon's budget proposed by Ted Stevens, Republican 

from Alaska, that would have cut u.s. forces in Europe 

by six per cent. The next year Senator Sam Nunn, a 

Georgia Democrat, sought to require withdrawal of one 

third of u.s. troops from Euro~)e unless the Europeans 

met NATO's goal of three per cent growth in defence 

spending. This amendment was defeated by a vote of 

41 to 55. Senator Nunn did not Hant the amendment 

to be an irritant in Alliance relation. He saw the 

introduction of the amendinent as a shock tactic to 

serve notice that the u.s. would finally take punitive 

action if the allies in Europe did not increase their 

levels of defence .expenditure. 

Hmvever, these votes indicated broad, bi-

partisan sup_-'ort for efforts to increase the contri-

bution of the allies to collective secu.ri ty. Seventy 

eight per cent of those questioned theJ:!., in a survey, 

wanted the United States' allies to pay more towards 
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their own defence. Reducing the number of Ar"rer' can 

ground forces abroad had been frequently proposed 

as a way to accomplish this objective. As in the 

past, the strength with which these views were 

expressed appeared to depend on coincident events. 

Today renewed attention to burden sharing had come 

when America's budgetary and balance of pa~~nts 

problem were again severe and European support for 

several u.s. initiatives, in economics as \vell as 

security affairs had been equivoca1. 14 

Considering GNP resources devoted to defeDce, 

it was clear that the United States had carried a 

proportionally greater share of the burden t}!an &'1Y 

of its major allies. Of the four allies, only the 

United Kingdom was willing or able to increase its 

military spending at a level com:1ensurate with its 

economic growth during the 1970 1 s. France seemed to 

be prime exception to the 11 free-rider 11 problem • It 

had consistently rna intained a large number of troops 

trrroughout the post-i-Jorld ~'lar II era. Over the years 

\'rest Germany 1 s co:r-'-ribution had been marginal. However, 

the fact that West Germany bore the indirect costs 

14 Mark A. Elord, and John R. Oneal, "NATO Burden 
Sharing and the Forces of Change 11

, Orb is, 
(Philadelphia) vol.33, no.4, December 1989, 
pp. 437-38. 
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accruing from the stationing of allied troops in 

their country could not ~ overlooked. West Gemany 

provided a great deal of land for NATO bases and 

operations, foregoing the revenue that could be 

generated if it were taxable pror:erty. 

In many different ways, NATO provided 
\ 

political and economic benefits to u.s. interest. 

One reason for the distribution of NATO's defence 

burden was the u.s. desire to maintain nuclear domi-

nance and the strategic leadership role in the alliance. 

:..:iuch benefits w:::re not without costs. As long as the 

u.s. retained nuc~ear dominance, it correspondingly 

had to allocate Hea.)ons for NATO defence and t·,.,erefore 

paid for the right to rTB. in.tain its dominance. Thus, 

in return for this 11 hegemony", th2 u.s. had devoted 

greater portion of its resotrrces to the comr:-~on defence. 

Another reason for the heavy burden on the United States 

had been NATO 1 s strategy of defence and deterrence 

against the l·Jarsaw Pact states. As t h2 nuclear leader 

of the alliance, it v1as obvious that u.s. would t:>ear the 

t f . d. 1 - l - t t - . l. t 15 vas expenses or provl lng a g ooa ae erren capa;l l y. 

15 Paul F. Diehl, "Sharing t '•e Defence 3urden in 
NATO" in Halter Goldstein, ed., Fighting Allies: 
Tension vlithin the Atlantic Alliance (London: 
Brassey's Defence Publishers, 1986). 
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Disagreements over strategic doctrine and 

economic problem._ made the defence burden issue 

troublesome for NATO relations. ?he {eagan l\c1minis

tration 's hard line policy tm-.rard the 3oviets dis

pleased government leaders in Europe, in the first 

tenn of his presidency. The major problem before 

the 'dest :.::uropean states \vas to balance security with 

dorrestic political a...'1d economic concerns. The decision 

of France, 3ritain and Germany to fund and build the 

Siberian pipeline, and the reluctance of the smaller 

allies to accept Pershing and Cruise :lissi le s strained 

relations betHeen _Surope and t'1e United States • ...,~1is 

had resurrected t:-e defence burden issue among American 

political leaders iJ,:1o believed that they should not 

subsidize allies who did not support u.s. policy. This, 

in turn, led to the misgivings among -c..:e ~::Brtners. 

Further, if Goz::bachev continued to pursue 

policies of accorrn:nodation then it would be very difficult 

for European governments to justify spending more on 

defence. In these circumstances, wi t.l-) a Congress looking 

for budgetary savings in defence and \~th growing dis

satisfaction ui t.l-) the performance of the allies in sharing 

the burdens and diminishing the nuclear risks to the 

United States, cuts in Arre ri can forces in Sur ope could 
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begin to look increasingly attractive -- especially 

if linked to changes in force structure. Such cuts 

could be seen simultaneously as a \vay of saving money, 

of pressurising the Europeans into doing more and of 

punishing them not only for their lack of support on 

other issues but also for economic -oolicies which have 

contributed to American trade deficit. 

Disagreement Over the Soviet Pipeline 

Soon after the Reagan Administration took office, 

conflict erupted over the contruction of a Soviet 

pipeline that 'l.vould carry Soviet natural gas to ; .. Jestern 

Europe. It overwhelmingly depended upon imported energy. 

Europe was eager to diversify its energy-sources and 

became less dependent upon the Arab mem:c~rs of the O!::'EC. 

The Reagan Administration fiercely opposed the pipeline, 

which Has to be built by the Soviets but financed by the 

European nations, for, it feared that it \.Yould give the 

political leverage that might gradually undermine NATO. 

Another reason was that the pipeline would allow the 

Soviets to earn hard curre'ldes 1.vit· which they could 

buy vlestern technology. But the allies argued that 

economic sanctions generaily had failed as instruments 
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of punishment. The Reagan Administration's idea of 

cutting \-Jestern economic links to the soviet Union 

to compel its leaders to behave with greater restraint 

would have just the opposite effect. It \vo uld produce 

resentirent and anger and reinforce Soviet hostility 

towards the West. Indeed, great Soviet moderation was 

more likely to be produced by an extensive net~rk of 

economic relationships. 

To force the Europeans to comply wi D'1 Arnerican 

policy, Reagan ordered American companies, their branches 

in Europe and Euro-pean firms licensed by American corpo

rations to produce , , :terican technology, not to sell to 

I1oscow the items needed for the building of the pipeline. 

But the emotional and political fallout led the European 

gove.n1ments to order their firms to comply with 

national policies and go ahead vlith the Soviet deal. 

v~ash ington responded by imposing S&"1cti ons against 

these firms. Reagan became the first President to 

impose sanctions against u.s. allies. 

Other Areas of Disagreement: 

For Europeans the most disturbing example of. 

the narrowing scope of u.s. foreign policy and its 

increasing inability to reflect the collective interest 
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was the irresponsible and unprofessional conduct 

revealed by the Iran-Contra Scandal. The ~fuite House 

was caught shipping and ferrying weapons into Iran in 

an attempt to rescue its hostages in Lebanon, while 

pressurising the allies into a collective no ransom 

policy towards terrorist actions. The proceeds were 

to be diverted to Nicaragua of which most Europeans 

were highly critical. And this whole circular operation 

\vas illegal. Like its Watergate predecessor, the Iran 

gate scandal was followed in Europe with a mixture of 

astonishment, amusement and horror. 3ut its impact 

16 abroad was worse even than that of watergate. It was 

a dismal spectacle to see that president had-entrusted 

important foreign policy i~itiatives not to the Secre-

taries of State and Defense, but to Oliver North, a 

Vlhite House employee motivated by some sort of populist 

militarism. 

Iran gate struck at the very essence of 
American foreign policy. It was not so much 
the content of the Iran contra programme that 
shocked America:rs friends and allies; rather 
\vas the fact that it existed at all, the kind 
of people responsible for it and the:.light it 

. shed on the nature of Hr Reagan's presidency -
these were the aspects that caused such 
widespread alarm. (17) 

16 Calleo, n.1, p. 483. 

17 Ibid., p. 484. 
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That spectacle raised serious doubts ab'Jut the relia-

bili ty of the United States as a partner, let alone 

as a leader. 

European allies were also alarmed by the 

casual indifference to their interests shown by the 

Administration's handling of the strategic issue at 

the Reykjavik Summit Hith the Soviet Union. According 

to some assessment, after Reykjavik ~1d Iran-contra 

scandal, u.s. -:lest Euro8ean relations reached a 30 

year ·mdir. 18 

It is hard to overstate the alarm allied 

leaders felt vThen the Arrericans agreed to talk about 

the elimination of all str~tegic weapons from the 

face of the earth. The proposed elimination of the INF 

was labelled by a French political leader a 'Euro:r:ean 

7·1unich'. 

According to Hitterand, even Thatcher, the 

leader most congenial with the u.s. President, \vas 

alarmed. Reykjavik made a joke of allied consultation 

on :1uclear strategies. Thus in DecE>.mber 1986, !<'A.TO 

was haunted in the words:·of French Premier Jacques 

18 Ilichael Hm·lard, "A Ei..Iror:B an Perspective On the 
Reagan Years", Foreign Affairs, (Ne,..., York), vo 1. 
66, no.3, winter 1987-88, p. 4~9. 
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Chi rae, by 11 the feel~ng •••.• that decisions vital to the 

security of Europe could be taken Hi thout Europe really 

having any say in it 11
•
19 Besides, Rejkjavik meant that 

Euro_p2ans had to reconsider the basic tenets of their 

security. Fioving toward a world 'l.vi thout strategic 

weapons meant that European security could no longer 

be based on total deterrence, but had to be conceived 

of in terms of battleground capabilities, with their 

national territories as the battle grounds. 

19 David Housego, "U.s. Leadership of N.Z\TO: 
Alliance Harries France" Financial Times 
(London), December 3, 1986. 



C H A P T E R - IV 



~ CHANGED OUTLOOK 

President Reagan's second term was marked by 

ne\..,r and positive developments in regard to the u.s. 

relations with Hest European countries. The chilled 

atmosphere of the early 1980's subsided. Both the 

Superpowers came closer to each .other in arms control 

negotiations which had long been neglected by the t\vo 

giants. The process of detente set in during the 

middle of 1980's. It had its profound impact on the 

US-\'lest European relations. The tough posture of 

Arre rica softened in the \vake of Gorbachev' s proposals 

for sweeping reforms. This changed the complexion 

of international relations. 

By the mid 1980's, u.s. policy appeared to be 

moving into a more conciliatory phase. The fear of 

nuclear war in the eyes of people threatened to become 

a major political force, both, in Europe as well as 

in America. The large runerican budget deficit implied 

cutbacks in further defense spending. Accordj_ngl y, 

by. 1985, the Reagan .1\dministration having long denounced 

earlier arms control talks, entered an t:·:precedentedly 
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broad and comprehensive arms negotiations. 1 

The Gorbachev Factor: 

The Gorbachev factor had been, perhaps, the 

most important one in orchestrating positive turn 

of events in East-ivest relationship. Gorbachev' s 

regime was marked by changes in not only the style 

but also the substance of Soviet international 

behaviour. The threat perception had taken a back 

seat with his aSSlliuption of office as the Soviet 

Premier. Changes i~ the Soviet performance and 

behaviour in the \·mrld arena had its impact on the 

West European nations also. 

1 

2 

They bring, simultaneously, both new 
opportunities for reducing international 
tensions on te~beneficial to the interests 
and values of industrial democracies and 
new challen9es in dealing with a more sophis
ticated, attractive, dynamic, but not 
necessarily less ambitious and assertive 
superpower. ( 2) 

See David P. Calleo, Beyond ~rican Hegemonv: 
The Future of 1.1estern Alliance (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc. Publishers, 1987), p. 5. 

Dimitri K. Simes, "The neH Soviet foreign policy 
approach: challenges to and opportunity for the 
v~est." in Stanley R Sloan, ed. I NATO in the 1990s 
(Washington, D.C.: International Defence Publi-
shers, Inc., 1989), p. 129. 
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Remarkable changes took place in the Soviet 

approach to foreign policy since Gorbachev took over 

in r1arch, 1985. The soviets had developed unprece

dented penchant for public relations and the practice 

of diplomacy had been marked by new vigour, purpose 

and flexibility. 

Substantive changes had occured in all areas 

of Soviet international activity as well, viz., rela-

tions with the Hest, involvement in the third world 

approach to\vards regional disputes, and control over 

Eastern Europe. Far more important was the fact that 

he had significantly improved Soviet-American relations 

ending the Cold vJar phenomenon that had been the 
·t.he / 

characteristic of/earlier period. As one e~ert 

pointed out: 11 All in all, Soviet geopolitical 

maneuvering under Gorbachev has demonstrated a new 

sense of purpose, a new real ism, and a new creati vi ty 11
• 

3 

The most significant feature of the u.s.-

Soviet relations during Reagan-Gorbachev period 

perhaps lay in the doctrinal shift that marked the 

Soviet foreign policy. The Gorbachev regirrE put a 

3 Dimitri K. Sirres, 11 Gorbachev: A New Foreign 
Policy? 11

, Foreign Affairs, (New York), vol. 65, 
no.3, 1987, p. 491. 
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premium on the soviet defensive posture relating to 

its foreign policy. In his book, Perestroika: ~ 

Thinking for our country and the world, Gorbachev made 

a detailed revie'iv of Soviet security stances in 

general and Europe in particular. The theme of a 

defence-oriented military capability constituted the 

~eitmotif of Gorbachev's writing. The USSR insisted 

that its military doctrine \vas directed towards the 

prevention rather than the outbreak of the war. 

Notions like 11 the indivisibility of security" and 

11 equal securt ty for all" or "none at all 11
, surfaced 

repeatedly in Gorbachev's theme. 

In pursuance of hi.s policy, Gorbachev opted 

' 
for unilateral Soviet reductions. The series of con-

cessions that the Soviet Union made in clearing the 

decks for INF agreement bore ample testimony to the 

fact that the doctrine of "reasonable sufficiency" 

had been translated into practice. Further, he agreed 

not to insist on t~::e inclusion of the :lri tish and 

French INF capability in the Euro-Hissile negotiations. 

Thus, he was prepared to delink it and settle for an 

INF agreement as a starter. Again, on the issue of 

veri£ _i cation, it -v;as Gorbachev who went beyond his 
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predecessor's inhibitions and fears and accepted, 

for the first tirre, comprehensive verification) 

including on-site inspection. Finally, the long 

standing Soviet precondition of the Americans giving 

up their SDI, had also been relaxed. The Soviet Union 

signed the INF treaty without insisting on American 

4 
suspension of SDI. 

Soviet Union under Gorbachev thus offered a 

chance for East-Vlest accommodation that was vJi thout 

precedent in the post-Har period. 

SDI arid its implication for NATO 

In March, 1983, President Reagan announced 

that he would launch the Strategic Defen~e Initiative 

programme, popularly knovm as the • Star \!Jars •. This 

progra;:1me would build u~' a defensive system which 

would provide protection to the US and its NATO allies. 

US advocates of the SDI had suggested that an Anti-

Tactical Missile (ATM) system could be deployed in 

4 R.V.R. Chandrasekhar Rao, 11 Hilitary Balance in 
Europe 11

, World Focus (New Delhi), vol. 9, 
no.10-11-12, Oct.-Nov.-Dec.1988, p. 65. 
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Europe to assure protect.ion against attacks by Soviet 

intermediate and short-range ballistic missiles. 

Supporters of an ATM system viewed its deployment as 

a way to strengthen NATO 1 s theatre deterrent. However, 

there was a segrrent of population who op;;osed it on 

the ground that Soviet Union might counter an ATM system 

by deploying more numerous and more effective INF 

systems, thereby increasing the number of nuclear 

weapons directed at Hestern Europe. Gil Kinger 

observes: 

Europe's likely opposition to an AT.I1 
system, and eventually to t h2 SDI as a 
whole, will fundamentally stem from the 
dif-ferent vie\.vs of deterrence kept by 
Europeans and Americans. The United 
States has linked' ):he credibility of 
deterrence to its ability to pros~cute 
a war at various levels of escalation, 
while most Europeans are sceptic-al about 
NATO's abilit~r to control or limit conflicts 
\<Vhich involve nuclear \-leapons. (5) 

Europeans felt that for geographical reasons 

strategic defence could never be as effective for 

Europe as in theory it might prove for the United States. 

5 Gil Kinger, "Super~'ower Arms Control II" in 
Walter Goldstein, ed., Fighting Allies : 
Tensions within the Atlantic Alliance (London: 
Brassey 1s Defence Publishers, 1986}, p.102. 
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If the Soviets developed a strategic defence, the 

British and French deterrents might be devalued and 

Europe would be pressed to maintain a more plausible 

conventional balance -- a policy European governments 

had long resisted. There is no gain-saying the fact 

that u.s. allies were highly satisfied Hith the tra-

ditional deterrence doctrine. They were of the opinion 

that no rational government (in wh:i.ch they included 

Soviet Union also) would initiate a nuclear war. For 

them, Reagan's SDI implied an end to that deterrence. 

The fear and opposition of the allies of tine u.s. \~ere 

based on the following grounds. 

The implication of Strategic Defence Initiative 

were quite negative for European security. This raised 

the question of t~e likely consequenee of a situation in 

which America had a missile defence and Europe remained 

the logic on the ground that the Hhole arrangements 

would help u.s. in extending its nuclear guarantee 

to Europe. "But the real danger vlas that the Hissile 

Defence of the United States would lead to a Fortress 

.AI'n2rica Hentality - or that the =::uropeans would perceive 

and fear this - leading to a 'decoupling' of the United 

States from the defence of 6 
2urope 11

• Even more 

6 Andrew J Pierre, "US and NATO: The New Agenda", 
International Journal (',roronto) vol. 40, no.l, 
winter 1984-85, p.8'. 
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dangerous was the fact that it would provide an 

impetus to the Soviet Union to follow suit. Europe 

would then become a hostage to its neighbour - the 

Soviet Union. 11 In such a situation in vlhich both 

the United States and the USSR had missile defences, 

while VJestern Europe had none, a war might be 

completely fought out in Europe itself". 7 

Another consideration laid in the high value 

that the Europeans attached to the Anti-Ballistic 

Nissile (ABM) Treaty because it made the task of the 

British and French nuclear forces in penetrating Soviet 

defences less arduous. Yet, once the SDI goes beyond 

the research stage it would become necessary to abrogate 

th~ ABM treaty. Any substar.tial missile defence would 

either greatly reduce the credibility of the British 

and French forces or make it essential for London and 

~~aris to increase them substantially in order to 

maintain the current state of effectiveness. 

Finally, the Strategic Defence Initiative 

programme posed/major hurdle in the \vay of arms control 

negotia ti ms. If it Here to be coree simply a bargaining 

7 Ibid., p. 8. 
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chip in future negotiations, it cc ~ld usefully be 

traded off against some Soviet offensive .forces. 

The Soviet '(Jnion too Has very much concerned '1.-ri. th 

stopping or sharply restricting .1\me ri can SDI. They 

even threatened to stonevlall all negotiations if the 

United States refused to make concessions in the area 

of soace weapons. 

The emerging consensus on SDI in Europe: 

After years of analysing the program~e, thanks 

to the effor'- s of American officials to explain the scope 

of the project to the Europeans, a new consen.oLlS \vas 

forged among the Europeans during the second term of 

Reagan • s presidency. The governrre nts of France, i·Jest 

Germany, Britain and Italy all agreed with b~e United 

States about the current phase of SDI, vlhich \vas a phase 

of pure research; and they all recognized that this 

research programme was wholly consistent with the 1972 

ABM Treaty. Further, there was a general agreement 

that the SDI had brought the Soviets back to the 

negotiating table. 

Allied support for SDI derived from : (a) concerns 

over Soviet SDI-type research as well as Soviet ABl'-1 

deployrrent; (b) the desire to reap benefits from the 
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resulting technological upsurge brought about by the 

SDI research; (c) the fear that the technology gap 

between Western Europe and the United States would 

vliden further if they did not participate; (d) the 

hope that participation in SDI would give the 

Europeans a greater voice in eventual deployment 

decisions; (e) the realization in some European 

quarters that deterrence could indeed benefit from 

an offense - defence mix of forces, rather than 

relying solely on the threat of nuclear retaliation; 

and (f) support for SDI had in ::-orne instances been a 

consequence of President Reagan's mm charisma, 

leadership, and persuasive abilities.
8 

While the Allies were eager to extend political 

support for SDI, they were most um.Yilling to supl)()rt a 

u.s. decision to de~)loy strategic ballistic missile 

defences in contravention to the AB.l'-1 Treaty unless the 

Soviets first began a substantial deployment of their 

mvn. Though Thatcher, Kohl and Chirac had endorsed 

SDI research, and had encouraged their own industry to 

8 See Robert i'·1. Soafer, Missile Defenses and 
West .European Securi:ty: NATO Strategy, Arms 
Control and Deterrence (Ne\.Y York: Greenwood 
Press, 1988), p. 148. 
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participate, they made a clear distinction bet·lrteen 

research and developrre nt. 

Criticism for SDI had come primarily from 

the opposition Labour Party in Britain and Social 

Democratic Party (SDP) in ~'lest Germany. "Their 

rejection of SDI research probably based less on the 

strategic and technical issues. surrounding SDI than 

on their philosophical outlook toward security as a 

whole". 9 Nuclear weapon deployrrents (and SDI) were 

seen as a stumbling block to the political Drocess of 

East-vlest detente and cooperation at political level. 

These critics viewed SDI as a misguided unilateral 

technical approach to an essentially political problem. 

They seemed to have advocated the concept of 11 securi ty 

partnership 11 or 11 common security 11 as opposed to 

technical-military solution. 

INF TREATY: 

The events of the latter half of the 1970's 

marked the traumatic end of detente. To the deploy-

ment of Soviet SS-20s ?resident Carter responded i~ 

19 78 with an accelerated developrrent of the Cruise and 

MX missiles. President Reagan in 1981 launched a far 

9 Ibid., p. 149. 
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more extensive programme. Under pressure from 

European allies, he began negotiations in Geneva on 

intermediary nuclear forces (INF) 1:Ji th the Soviet 

Union. Before the 1979 decision was ta~en, the 

Soviet Union offered to reduce soviet INF if no new 

weapons were deployed by NATO; then they threatened 

that there would be no negotiations on INF if they 

installed new systems. However after much acrimonious 

debate over this issue_, American pro9osals for Il'JF 

1 imitations from the Reagan administration came on 

18 November 1981. In a speech broadly painting the 

dangers of e1e Soviet threat, Reagan offered a 'zero

zero option•. The u.s. would cancel its deployrrent 

plans (the American zero) in exchange for the elimina

tion of all Soviet Intermediate Range Ballistic 

nissi les (IRBMs) deployed in Europe and Asia (the 

Soviet zero). This proposal \•Jas characterized by 

h~rican policy makers as 'real arms control' calling 

for the global elimination of an entire class of 

nuclear delivery systems.w.hen the zero option was 

presented in negotiations in February, 1982, the u.s. 

included a call for a freeze on shorter rar.<:e INF 

(SRINF) that ti1e Soviet Union had deployed in Eastern 

Surope - SS-12/22, SS-23. 
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The Administration made two moves away from 

zero over the next two years. In July, 1982 American 

negotiator Paul Nitze opened an informal but authorised 

negotiation \vi th his counterpart Yuri Kvi tsi nsky. 

The infamous ~alk in the woods'formula involved a trade 

of reduced numbers of SS-20 IRBMS (75 launchers, 225 

warheads) in exchange for zero pershing II IRBMS and 

284 ground launched cruise missiles. 

The trade off reflected typical arms control 
bargaining procedures, leaving the US wi t'l-) 
more \varheads. French and British systems 
were to te excluded in return for the 
cancelling of B=rshing II - \vhich had alHays 
vmrried the Soviet Union more than cruise. (10) 

Eventually the pro?Qsal was rejected because of the 

underlying distrust ;::>et\veen the b:lo. 

The second shift of .i\merican positions a\vay 

from zero came in the Spring 1983. From the beginning 

of t:ie internal American debates in 19 81, a 1 zero-plus 1 

alternative existed. Pro~1onents of t'-tis al terna ti ve 

argued that some deployment of t:-1e u.s. INF was 

10 Steve, Smith, "Theatre Nuclear For-ces and the 
NA,TO Alliance" in :-Jalter Goldsten, Fighting 
Allies: Tensions within the Atlantic Alliance 
(London: Brassey 1 s Defense Publishers, 1986)-
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necessary for NATO security.· "In other words, US 

INF deployrrents \vere justified not simply as a 

response to Soviet SS-20s but as an essential 

element in the whole NATO strategic structure of 

11 flexible response". Even if all SS-20s were 

removed, NATO vmuld sti 11 want some INF deployments 

to strengthen the coupling of the us with Euror;ean 

defer:ce. 

In 1983, America's European allies, parti-

cularly Belgi urn, the Netherlands and :'lest Germany, 

were encountering domestic revolt pressurizing for 

more progress on arms contra::.. that \vould obviate 

the need for deployment. The pressure was also felt 

by the U.S. As a sequel tO this, in Harch 1983, the 

u.s. offered an interim proposal, allm·1ing each side 

to build up (US) or build do\vn (Soviet Union) to an 

equal number of missiles and warheads. 

11 ~·Jilliam 3. Vogela, "Tough Bargaining and Arms 
Control : Lesso~s from the INF Treaty", 
The Journal of strategic Studies (England), 
vol. 12, no.3, September 1989, p. 259. 
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During the fifth round of negotiations between May 

and July, 1983, the u.s. proposed global equality of 

war~heads at a level between 50 and 450. 

On 19 June 1983 President Reagan promoted 
the interim agreement saying that, if the 
Soviets would not accept zero, OK, then a 
reduction as far as you will go. (12) 

In September the White House press secretary stated 

that the us \vas seeking more flexibility "in our 

negotiating stance and would find acceptable an 

agreement that s}Bcified ·equal rig~ts and limits". 13 

In Autumn, during the sixth round, Arnerican 
amended 

negotiators(their position again. Warhead e~1ality 

uould be ap;?lied only to Europe if the Soviets froze 

' the number of SS-20s deployed in Asia at 108. American 

negotiating changes offered in the final months before 

the scheduled deployment of Pershing IIs and Ground 

Launched Cruise Missiles did not persuade Soviet 

negotiators_ to continue talking. Finding us nego-

tiations and deployment incompatible, the Soviets walked 

12 1Heekly Compilation of Presidential Document, 
(Hashington, D.C.) vol.19, 29 June 1983, p.957. 

13 Ibid., 12 Sept. 1983, p. 1238. 
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out of INF talks in late November 1983 and refused 

to set new dates for either Strategic Arms Reduction 

Talks or conventional force limitation talks. 

During 1985, the u.s. continued to float the 

proposal that drastically reduced Soviet SS-20s and 

permitted deployment of some u.s. GLCNs and Pershing II 

IRBMs. During the third round ~f new negotiations 

(nuclear and space talks), America sought agreement 

for equal launcher numbers of 140 and equal Harhead 

numbers of 420. Aine ric an bargaining positions \vere 

revised again in the autumn, 1986 J \vhen the us indicated 

that it was willing to ~)ursue elimination in stages. 

A ne\v interim agreement \vould permit 100 INF vlarheads 

on eaqh side in Europe plus 100 Soviet INF warheads in 

Asia, and 100 A.Irerican INF vlarheads maintained in the 

continental United States. 14 

A frame'l.vork for an INF treaty emerged from 

the summit talks in Reykjavik, Iceland, in October, 

conceived as a pre-summit su~nit. General Secretary 

Gorbachev arrived preyared for serious bargaining. 

One of his offers ,.,as an INF tre,:ty eliminating weapons 

15 from E'lrrope. 

14 See Vogela, n.11, p. 260. 

15 Ibid., p. 261. 
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NATO concerns began to focus seriously on the 

security implications of the emerging agreement 

eliminating the new American Missiles that had been 

deployed to more firmly couple the US defence to the 

European one, numerical disparities of shorter range 

INF favouring the soviet Union, chronic conventional 

force imbalances, the problem of vertfying the 

residual 200 INF warheads, the continued presence of 

Soviet INF in As.ia \-li thout com~nsating American forces. 

Members of British, French and German governrrents voiced 

concern. 

Gorbachev increased the vlestern di lerrma in 

April 1987 by proposing elimination of SRINF. 

Secretary of State George Shultz, supported by German 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, argued in noscow for an 

Ainerican right to match. us and l·JATO SRINF Hould be 

created by converting vli th..,.drc.\m pershing I Is to 

Pershing lo, by removing a booster stage and ~~en 

transferring these to ~'lest Germany to replace the 

older Pershing 1-a. Hm,.,ever, a Soviet draft treaty 

presented in April specifically prohibited this 

conversion. 
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The second zero of the SRINF created much 

stir in the ',lest German government"' Chancellor Kohl 

sided with conservative opponents of the proposal, 

but acquiesced in the face of Ger~an public opinion, 

domestic requirements of coalition politics and the 

evi~ent American dGsir~ to have an IN~ a9~~~mgnt. 

British and French officials also \-.rere 

unenthusiastic about the second zero and \·Jere prepared 

to take a tough line on SRINF be fore the Gorbachev 

Off 
16 Elimination of SRINF :re ant leavj_ng short--- er .. 

range battle field nuclear weapo~s deployed only in 

Germany, thus heigr1teninc Gern1an fe.J.rs of becom:i_ng an 

isolated battlefield in a European conflict. 

London and Paris, however, feared that this 

situation would encourage Germany to ~)ursue the 'third 

zero' elimination of tactical nuclear weapons. In 

effect Britain and France feared undercutting German 

com~itment to the Alliance's nuclear deterrent posture 

d t . . 1 d . t' 17 an con 1nu1ng nuc ear weapons mo ern1za 1on. 

1f Ja~es H, ?·1arkham, 11 l<issile Diplomacy: Surope 
Prepares 11 New York Times (New York), 2 April, '87. 

17 I'1arkham, 11 Bonn 's tactical stand worries some 
NATO Allies 11

, Ne·vJ York Tines (New York), 
9 October, 1987. 
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On 25th of July, Gorbachev announced that 

the Soviet Union would proceed from the concept of 

"global double zero 11 (elimination of both INF and 

SRINF) and that elimination of Soviet missiles in Asia 

was not linked to American forces in Far 2ast. This 

shift of approach by Moscow allayed mounting T.-Jestern 

criticisms and set the stage for the final compromises. 

Finally, the treaty Has hammered out in 

December, 1987 bet\Veen President Reagan of United 

States and the Soviet Premier Hr. Gorbachev. 

~eagan administration's 'tough bargaining' 
strategy .s ~ems to have-- been vindicated by 
the INF success, even though its promise 
in START remains unfulfilled. (18) 

In Richard Perli 's words: • 

Hm.;ever one regards the INF treaty, it 
is the treaty that Ronald Reagan set out 
to get in 1981. His v.rill and resolve and 
that of our allies has vindicated the 
judgment that the Soviets could be pressed 
to abandon their intermediate missiles in 
exchange of ours. ( 19) 

18 Vogela, no.11, p. 257. 

19 Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, The INF 
Treaty, pad: 3, Feb. 1988 (':Jashington, D. c.: 
USGPO, 1988), p.S, cited in Vogela, no.11, 
p. 257. -
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Indeed, INF treaty ap;)eared to support these 

cloims. Each of the treatJ 1 S major achleverrents --

elimination of an entire cl~gs of nuclear weapons 

system and extensive verification measures including 

on-site inspections -- represented almost total Soviet 

embrace of American position. 

However, the allies expressed deep concern 

over the security implications of the treaty for the 

NATO. They anticipated the decoupling of u.s. from 

Europe. Reacting to this, Kenneth, L. Adelman observed: 

The bogus claim that this agreement (I:N?) 
will 'decoUlJle • the us from Europe J?e_.r:.
y___er:S.ely exaggerates both what t'f-}e NATO 
deployment Has intended to do and Hha.t an 
INF agreement Hill in fact do. On the 
Hestern side, the treaty will affect only 
one class of weapons, 'I.-lith less than 400 
weapons in all - system that did not exist 
in Europe befor-e late 1983. So it is a little 
ridiculous to talk as if the US guarantee of 
\·!estern Europe 1 s security depends on these 
modest de~)loyment. (20) 

NATO's security continued to be coupled to 

that of the United States by a broad range of nuclear 

weapons systems, not affected by the INF agreement. 

20 Arms control update, A publication of t~e United 
States Arms Control and Disarmament agency, Nov. 
1987, no.2 (Hashington, D.C.), by Kenneth L 
Adelman (Adelman was the then arms control and 
disarmament agency)· 
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Among them are tactical nuclear weapons, §u:Omarine ·· · 

I..aunched BallisL .. c .Hissiles and nuclear weapons carried 

by the FB-III and other nuclear capable air craft. 

According to Chancellor Helmut Kohl: 

This treaty represents a major political 
victory for NATO, a success far beyond 
what many thought possible. It carries 
important lessons on how successfully to 
negotiate arms reduction ·t,:Ji th the Soviet 
Union.(21) 

The conclusion of the INF accord was due to 

the exemplary statesmanship sho'\.vn by both Soviet 

Premier, Gorbachev and President Reagan. ::;ven tho'.1gh 

it sought to eliminate only four percent of the 

strategic systems of the two Superpowers, its signi-

ficance lay in the fact that it had set the ball 

rolling in the domain of arms control negotiations. 

The three-fold facets of the accord may 'be mentioned 

here. 

Firstly, in the post war history of dis-

armament this was the first tirre that an entire class 

of INF forces comprising t'WO categories of land-based 

21 :Jee,kl Compilation of Presidential Document 
\'lashing ton, D~ c. ) vo • , Fe • • 

Remarks following discussion with Chancellor 
Kohl of the FRG. 
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intermediate and shorter-range missiles stationed 

in nine European countries had to be eliminated. 

Secondly, the accord was based upon the principle of 

equal security for all the concerned parties. It 

was for this reason that the U.s.s.R. agreed to eli-

minate more INF systems than the u.s. Thirdly, it 

provided for on-site inspection and intensive veri-

fication of each other's nuclear installations. 

set a healthy precedent in the sense that it wo,_:ld 

make secrecy in the military build up of superpowers 

redundant. 

Curiously, :·:est Euro~)eans.' response to the 
INF has been someHhat ambivalent for the 
simple reason that they dread the change, 
more importantly i<il)en it carries, even if 
remotely, the implication of reducing quali
tatively the us presence in ',1estern Europe 
(vthich may re interpreted as the. beginning 
of decoupling of the b-;o alliance partners). 
Hmvever, they welcome, v..hole-heartedly, the 
Gorbachev phenomena of Glasnost, nerestroika 
(restructuring) and democratisation, of \-.rl;ich 
the accord is only a by-~)roduct. (22) 

had 

22 H.s. Ch,apra, "EtlrOl_::ean Security: INF Treaty 
Leads t.."le Nay 11

, ~-Jorld ?ocus (Nev.r Delhi), vo.t_. 9, 
no.S, May 1988, p. 87. 
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Mutual Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR) 

l'·1BFR tal;-cs began in 1973 but had not yielded 

any tangible outcome due to the unacccmm~ating attitude 

on either side, i.e. USSR and u.s. Unlike its earlier 

rigid stand, there Here indications of much greater 

flexibility on the part of the USSR under Gorbachev. 

Although the superpmvers were unable to reach un agree-

ment on long-range arms reduction before Reagan left 

office, it was clear that they had entered a period of 

relaxation in ·Hhich they were increasingly lvilling to 

take steps to moderate and regulate their relationships 

and to cooperate on security issues. 

Phil vlillia!T1§ very ~ptly sums up the changed 

international scenario in the following Hords: 

President Reagan came to office in 1981 
as an enthusiastic cold 1-varrior determined 
to restore l\.rre rican power and pre-emine nee 
and to show the Soviet Union that it could 
not embark upon expansionist policies without 
paying a very heavy price. He left in 1989 
as the co-architect of a new Super power 
detente. (23) 

23 ?hil Hilliams, "US-Soviet Relations: Beyond the 
Cold 'dar?", InternationaL Affairs (London), vol. 
65, no.7, Spring 1989, p. 273. 
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in 
As early as/1983, the Reagan Ad~inistration 

was saying that, having rebuilt US strength, it wanted 

to engage the Soviet leaders in a constructive dialogue. 

From the beginning, the priority and seq:uence \vere 

very much clear. Regeneration of Arrerican power Has 

the first priority and constructive dialogue would 

follow only after this had been achieved. The basic 

idea was that the Soviet Union ~uld respond positively 

to hard-line policies. 

However, towards the mid-1980's remarkable 

progress had been made in the direction of detente. 

~eagan Administration took care not to use t~e concept 

of detente for the ne\•l thaw in u.s.-soviet relations; ,. 

instead, it preferred a more modest language such as 

"dialogue 11 to describe improvements in u.s.-soviet 

relations. 

The detente of late 1980's stood in sharp 

contrast to that of the 1970's. The most obvious point 

of contrast between the two periods \·.ras that there was 

a much greater degree of pragma.tism about the new dete:1te 

than there was under President Hixon &'ld Henry Kissinger. 
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"In some respects the current situation could even 

24 be described as a policy of 'detente by default". 

Thus, there was a broad agreement about the necessity 

of continuing policies that sought a lmvering of 

tension\arms control and selective cooperation. 

The capabilities of the ·Soviet Union to wage 

war, the modernization of Soviet arms production (quanti-

tati vely superior to that of tl~ Hest) have not changed 

since Gorbachev came to po..ver. Only the future would 

tell whether Soviet Union is actually i-lilling to reduce 

its superiority; and even rm j or reductions i.Vould not 

eliminate the political ca'-.lse of :Sast-1.-.Jest conflict 

within the near future. 25 

24 Ibid., P• 279. 

25 Karl Kaiser, 11 A vievl ·from Europe: The US role 
in the Next Decade", International Affairs 
(London), vol.65, no.7, Spring 1989, p. 218. 
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CONCLUSION. 

Since the beginning, NATO has rested on a 
three legged base: Soviet Obduracy, European 
dependency and American prosperity. Together 
they have provided a foundation that has kept 
the alliance intact through numerous 
vicissitudes.(!) 

And these conditions have continued to prevail 

for quite a long time and have remained unchanged. 

However, cracks have begun to ap:pear in the 

structure of NATO with the changing international 

scenario and emergence of new realities threatening 
-

the old ones. The erosion of the Cold War consensus 

combined with the economic and political power shifts 

has left NATO with an u11certain future. It could 

remain mummified in its present form but would lose 

its relevance. Ronald Steel puts it: 

Perhaps the more fundamental problem is that 
NATO itself may be an idea whose time has passed. 
The alliance, a victim of political and economic 
change in the world, seems likely either to ,-, 

atrophy as its members squal::ble over the meanL1g 
of burden sharing or to fragment as devolution 
gradually takes hold.(2) 

1 Ronald Steel, "NATO's Last Mission", Foreign 
Policy (Washington D.C.), no.76, Fall 1989, 
p. 84. 

2 Ibid., p. 90. 
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Thus after four decades of long nuclear peace 

of the post War period, the North Atlantic Treaty 

organisation has become the victim of its own 

success. 

While the NATO partners have had some severe 

and intractable differences over the years, the 

alliance has served the United States and its allies 

very well. 

There is a demand that the United States 

should disengage itself from NATO because of the high 

cost. Half the Arrerican defence budget, some $ 150 

billion a year, is said to be devoted to sustaining 

the NATO commitment. The reasons are not only economic 

but also military and diplomatic. Some opine that 

militarily NATO commitments have become extremely 

dangerous in view of the fact that United States has 

lost its nuclear superiority. In the diplomatic 

sphere, some feel that Gorbachev offers a chance to 

end t~e US-Soviet military confrontation in Europe. 

So United States should move quick"ly to seize this 

opportunity in order to rid itself of an unsustainable 

strategic and economic burden. 
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"But while an Arrerican protectorate no lorger 

suits military, economic and political realities, an 

Airerican disengagerrent from NATO is an excessive and 

self destructive solution11
•
3 The Arrericans still have 

great and lasting stakes in Europe and the geopolitical 

significance of the trans-atlantic connections remain 

crucial. so the solution lies not in doing away with 

the alliance system bGt reforming_ it s.o that the dis

proportionate and unsustainable diplomatic, economic and 

strategic burdens of the United states are relieved. 

The solution probably lies in the policy of 

"devolution 11 
- a shift of responsibility wi-thin the 

alliance. Europe's own major powers should take the 

primary responsibility of managing their own terri-

torial defence. Such a policy does not preclude an 

American contribution to Europe's nuclear and con-

ventional deterrence altogether. But the devolution 

does preclude a hegemonic alliance, that is to say, 

an alliance in which the United States takes the 

primary responsibility for organizing and managing 

3 David P. Call eo, 11 The Arre rican Role in NATO 11
, 

Journal of International Affairs (Columbia 
University), vol.43, no.1, Summer/Fall 1989, 
p. 20 •. 
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Europe's defence. In the future, the United States 

should assume t'l-le role of an ally rather than that 

of a hegemonic protector, managing Europe's defence. 

Thus, devolution does not mean withdrawal. The 

United States should keep its nuclear commitment 

to Europe but it should not be expected to bear the 

full weight of collective deterrence. This task 

should be shared with a paralle 1 European deterrent. 

So the crux of the problem is that NATO must 

be transformed from a u.s. dominated protectorate 

into a more equitable relationship. 

The NATO of the future will be essential to 

world stability as much as to west European security, 

because the control of Europe's heartland, Germany, 

is still the most contested issue in world politics 

and the control of Germany is the key to European 

domination. 

Raymond Aron was right in saying that the 

Superpowers are enemy brothers "who can •t nake war 

and can't nake peace". 4 The Soviet threat was 

4 Cited in Michael Stuermer, "NATO Still in Europe's 
Interest" in Stanely R. Sloan, ed., NATO in the · · 
1990s (Washington, D.C.: Pergman Brassey's 
Publishers, 1989), p. 105. 
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paramount at the beginning and the Soviet Union's 

ovenvhelming weight a·s the Eurasian landmass would 

continue to be the dominant reason for NA'ID 's exis

tence as long as the bipolar structure of world 

politics persisted. 

Whatever changes have occurred in the meantime, 

the basic relationship is still one of inescapable 

partnership and inescapable antagonism. Europe con

tinues to be the bone of contention between the two 

sides as it provides the economic, psychological and 

geostrategic element that would tip_.the balance in 

favour of one side or the other. 5 

Under NATO America has not only been the 

guarantor of Western Europe's defence but the· holder 

of European balance. So whatever settlement ultimately 

takes place in Europe, it involves the United States. 

NATO is more than just a military alliance. As its 

primary role of defending Europe against a SO\Tiet on

slaught diminishes its political role increases. NATO 

keeps the United States in the European de.fence equation. 

5 Ibid., p. 105. 
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But alliance goes beyond the threat, it may be .a 

defence treaty against external aggression, but for 

its members, it is also a sort of internal non-

aggression pact, a framework for resolving differences 

within the alliance community.
6 

Under its present arrangements, NATO has be cone 

both militarily unstable and economically unsustainable. 

But NATO could be saved by being organized differently 

if only, the United States and its allies can rise 

to the occasion. 

NATO is not a work of art beyond time and space 

that cannot be improved. It must be transforrred in 

order to accommodate a European situation that has 

outgrown most of its War and post War traumas. As NATO 

cannot be replaced, it must surely be improved. 7 

All'iance issues promise to dominate George Bush • s 

foreign policy agenda in the wake of the fluid situation 

prevailing amongst NATO countries. As the threats from 

the Soviet Union seem to diminish, speculations are rife 

that NATO nations will relax, drop their guards and 

fall into endless bickerings. "One major secret weapon 

6 ~ (Chicago), 12 February 1990, p.13. 

7 Stuerner, n.4, p. 107. 
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is to deprive you of an enemy", says Georgy Arbatov, 

a key Kremlin figure. 

Thus, Bush Administration faces a three cornered 

diplomatic game. In one corner is West Germany which 

provides more troops to NATO than any other country 

save Turkey but whose commitment is increasingly 

questioned. In Washington and London, officials are 

concerned that, far more than others, the Germans are 

captivated by Gorbachev and are tired of the military 

burdens. The immediate concern is that the Germans 

will push for hasty, imprudent agreements with the 
" 

Soviets and seek removal of some of NATO's frontline 

defences. A deeper fear. is that Germany will drift 

into neutralism ;r"eturning' to the days of Bismarck, 

when it saw itself as central European power balancing 

nations of East and West. That would shatter NATO. 

For the us, the challenge is to respect German 

opinion that Bonn remains a firm ally but not so mudh 

that ostpolitic holds a veto over NATO's military needs. 

In the second corner of the diplomatic game is 

America itself. Many meml::ers of Congress b€ lieve that 

the US carries a disproportionate share of NATO's costs. 

and that the time is coming to bring home some troops 
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from Europe. In the view of a top Bush advisor, a 

unilateral reduction would be a 'disaster• convincing 

the West Germans that the Soviet threat has indeed 

disappeared and driving them further Eastward. 

Occupying the third corner of the diplomatic 

triangJe are the Soviets. Gorbachev, says NA'ID 

Commander Galvin, is still bent on removing both 

nuclear weapons and US forces from Europe, and he 

is playing an extremely clever hand. His UN speech 

was only the latest example where he floated the 

proposal of troop reduction on which the NATO bureau-

cracy had been working on for several months before. 

NATO officials now worry that unless they corre up with 

eye catching new ideas on' a:>nventional arms reduction, 

Gorbachev will repeatedly outflank them· and continue 

to steer Western opinion in his direction. Against 

this baCkdrop Bush must soon begin sorting out a number 

of arms control issues all requiring a careful manage

Ire nt with in NATO. 8 

8 David Ger Gen, "NATO in Disarray: This Time, 
Reality", US News and World Report (Washington, 
D.C.), vol.106, no.3, January 23, 1989, pp.24-6. 
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A recent Pentagon Study, alleged to have been 

made by a top Soviet expert, Philip Pete~son, believes 

that the Soviet union will face a break-up by the end 

of the century. The study is based on classified and 

unclassified materials. 

In the context of the study, following surmises 

and inferences can be drawn. "All nations of Eastern 

Europe will join European community", strengthening 

the West European nations. Furthermore, Britain, 

Portugal and Switzerland wi 11 be outside the West 

European confederation leaving Germany, France, Spain, 

Belgium, Luxemberg and the Netherlands in the European 

community. 

It is also believed that Britain will join 

"North Atlantic Group" which would have US and Canada 

in it. While the rest of the study is regarding the 

fate of the Soviet Union, it supports "t~ need for an 

effective United states military force in Europe during 

the continent's transition to a new economic order 11
• 

9 

The main problem before NATO is how to fit a 

unified Germai1y into the security strucrure. If Soviet 

9 Times of India, (New Delhi), 14 March, 1990. 
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Union insists on n.~utrality as the price of German 

unity, several negotiating positions are bound to be 

discussed. If Germany stays in NATO but no foreign 

troops are allowed on its territory, France may come 

under pressure to accept American troops. For the 

present West Germany maintains that a united Germany 

must remain in NATO. As Mr Helmut Kohl puts it •t~ere 

was no question of ~vest Germany leaving NATO after 

unification•. 

Mr Genscher, the foreign minister of West 

Germany has expressed the view that a neutral Germany 

was in noboay•s interest but added that the alliance 

must not extend its military territory to take in the 

present day East Germany., He forsees the Warsaw Pact 

working alongside the Western alliance to guarantee 

E . t 10 uropean secur1. y. Thus it appears that the United 

States has pursued a policy of caution, and adherence 

to relative closeness with the rrembers of NATO in 

regard to its future vistas under Reagan 

Administration. 

10 Tines of India, (New Delhi), 3 February 1990. 
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Appendix I 

NATO ALLIANCE· cc:-JSULTATIONS 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization consults 

intensively and continuously at the political and 

military levels. Consultations among NATO members go 

on in a variety of fora and at many levels, both 

multilaterally and bilaterally. There are normally 

high level consultations both preceding and following 

any us-soviet Summit meeting. var~ous NATO bodies meet 

in regular sessions to maintain constant consultations. 

These include the following: 

1. North Atlantic Council (NAC) 

The NAC and the Defence Planning Committee (DPC) 

are the highest decision making bodies and fora for con-

sultations within the alliance and are composed of 

representatives, ·· · . ~ . . ........ _ . · ... 

16 member countries. The NAC normally meets at least 

once a week at the level of permanent representatives 

(ambassadors) to NATO; it meets twice a year at tre 

of 

foreign minister level. NAC meetings may be reinforced 

by representatives from capitals and may be held at the 

heads-of-state level as deemed necessary. 

II. Defence Planning Committee (DPC) 

The DPC is made up of representatives of countrie 

in the NATO integrated 
0 

military structure and deals with 
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matters related specifically to defence. Like tfu 

NAC, the DPC is in permanent session at the ambassadorial 

level and meets twice a year at the level of ministers 

of defence. 

III. Nuclear Planning Group (NPG} 

The NPG was formed to meet the need for non

nuclear NATO members to be associated with allied 

nuclear planning. Fourteen countries (all NATO members 

except France and Iceland, the later currently an observer) 

participate. It meets under the chairmanship of the NATO 

Secretary General as required at the level of permanent 

representatives, and twice yearly at the defense minister 

meeting. 

IV. Military committee 

The Military Committee is the senior advisory 

body to the NAC and DPC within the Alliance, and is 

composed of the chiefs of staff of all member nations 

except France and Iceland (France is represented by the 

Chief of the French Military Mission, and Iceland, which 

has no military forces, may be represented by a civilian). 

The Military Com~ittee meets twice a year and functions 

on a continuous basis through ~rmanent military represen

tatives who are appointed by their chiefs of staff. 
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v. Special Consultative GrouE (SOG) 

The SOG was established in 1979 to support the 

negotiating traCk of the 1979 Dual Track decision: 

specifically, us-soviet negotiations involving Inter

mediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF). All NATO members 

except France and Iceland chaired by the us and attended 

by high level foreign ministry officials from allied 

capitals. The SCG meets as deemed necessary by the US 

Chairman. 

VI. High Level Group (HLG) 

The HLG, established to support the deployment 

track of the 1979 Dual Track decision, is a subsidiary 

body of the NPG. It is composed of high level defence 

ministry representatives from all NATO m~mbers except 

France and Iceland, and is chaired by the us. The HLG 

deals with special projects as designated by the NPG. 

The HLG meets as deemed necessary by the US Chairman. 

******* 
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Appendix II 

European views of the Necessity of NATO, 19871 

Country 

Sample 
Size 

NATO still 
necessary 

Denmark Norway France FRG Great Italy 
Britain 

(845) (1009) (961) (1022) (970) (1061) 

61% 41% 49% 70% 72% 65% 

NATO no long 22 14 19 15 16 23 
necessary 

Don't know 

Total 

16 15 32 15 12 12 

99% 100% 100% 100% 99% 100% 

Source: US Information Agency, Office of 
Research Memorandum, February 10, 1988; 
surveys conducted in September 1987. 

1 Cited in Stanley R. Sloan, ed., NATO in the 1990s 
(Washington D.C.: Pergman Brassay's Publisher, 1989}, 
p. J·55. 
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rrt:alt" a t:omrnon military infra...._ truc 
ture . Cut1 st ruct iun of common ftu: JittU.'~ 
i< paid for hy the hu<l roumry with 
fund :\ <'«• ltlnhutt•d hy all parllt'lpaltlr~ 
mt·mb,·r:-. . 

lnlraatructure: Some Beale Common Facllltlea 

~ATO's military inu,l('notiM '' 
""""utwly a •y•u,m of r~: ntraltu·d <'<>Ill 

n1d..nJ to ~ implt•rn.-nh-.d in wart lllll' 
Ttw iurct-s t:a.ch ~.·oulltrv assa~ns to 
~ATU ~maan undt•r n~taonal ~.·unt ru l 111 

~"'-'<' l l mc.' and ar<' transicrrt'd to till' 
.ippruprull: a.llt..d cummand <>nly 1n .w 
t:•n~t·r~t'fl l"\'. 

Th~ a.iht"\i ~.·u mmatll.it>rs art undt·r 
lh<· j;t'nt'ru l J .r.-..·ttull uf :-\ATO's 
~{ da t4ry C11ffinllll.t.~. t ht')' art• rt'!->JIUIJ:-.. 1 

blt· f,,r l•rt-parut.: fc •r llu· nto!'-1 t•flt ·t· l r\ t· 
ruor,llftat~:d U:-.t: \If tht~ (on't'S In tth·tr 
rc).!'Ju rl:-. . 

Frann· wathd rcw frt•rtl tht· 111 

tq:rat t·d nnlltar~· strurturt_· 111 l ~tlh l•ul 
tak.·< vart Ill ~ATO d··f··n,.• 'UPJ• •rt 
an,i J)rt)(·un:mt."nt prut;ram~ . frarH·, . . dso 
j\111\S Ill 1 /ir'rastrUl'lUr~ fundH\}.! for ollr 
dt•ft.·n~· .111d warrnn~ iu!"t..ailaLioll~ . Spa111 
has rwv,·r parllti patl·d 111 tht• inlq.,!'r;&tt•d 
cc•mmat~d ... tSpaln Jt•i n~d :\A'J't) 111 
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NATO Air O.lanaa Ground Environ· 
ment (NADOE): H.HJd r ~yslum runn.rHJ 
hom North C ..tp .. : lu lurktty ~ t:tdo~ltttrl 

oor dur 

Atrtlelda: :.':.:'U 111 l ull)Ct: .J il NAT O <...oun 

tr•ttS (tucttpl ~ r ,,, ll.. tt S pdU l) dtt~•9nttd to• 
lull coorO•nu tt::lJ "• •h lary u~e 

NATO lntegr•led Communlc•tlona 
Syatem (NICS): H,tp•d conHnun•cJI•o• •·· 
101 mll l ldfy <..~ nO pui. IIC<.JI dulhOIIl lttS 

Source: Department of State Bulletin (U·.S. Oepaf tment of 
State: Government PrinUng Office, 1985), ·vol.85, 
No.2096, p.49. 

NATO Pipeline Syatem: Set>·"·''~ n~1 
wurk '\ 111 lurktty l••··~C"tt . llo~l ~ I ' ""m~uk 
.~nlJ Un•ttte.J K11u}4.Ju u • .a••c.J Lt'l •l•.d l uro 
Pt:t<.Jil FJ,Ptthnt! S y ·. I•:H I "' Uclij •utt• ~I di K e 

' ' '~ FttOtfi.Ji H•~Pu! Jh4 " ' C.:r~t ·, ,, ,.,. .. 1ne1 tht1 

Nttlh ttrlarl<h 

NATO Comm Ands 
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NATO Members' Military Presence Outside the NATO Area 

~omt' NATO m•·ml~·r!' ha\'t• rnd11.:\ry 
forrr~ nuL~id•· llw lr1•aty an·:1 {Jn adrl1 
tum lo LhoM' "''' rVIII•~ with 1':-..: 
J'CI\Cf'k~ping un•l s ). ~'rt•r,.-h . liulrh . and 
II . K. over!lea• d•·ploym••nt• r•·nrrt 
ohli~tion~ ~tt·mminJ{ (rom t ht• colomal 

F'rench fnrn·~ nvflr~f'a~ :trf• f"flflr!'n · 
tratNI in thr f.,rmrr colony .,f llJ •hout• 
(rndrpendent "'"··· 1!177) and th•· islanrl 
nf Reunion (a fr•·nch ov"r"'''" drpart · 
mrnt). F'ranrt· ha s small dPt<orhmrnl• in 

. ...... '- . 

f.,ur nf thr Afnran rountrit•s with which 
1t ha.• hilawral drfrn"" a~~rt'<'mt•nts . 

Tht• llnitl'<l Kin~dom wrthdrrw from 
all militAry hm"'' t•;c•l of Sut•7. (•·xrrpt 
lltJn~ Kong) rn I !171 hut rt•mains a part 
nrr in thl' Australia. Nf'w 7Raland . U. K 
!ANZMKl arran~rm .. nt for tht> nrfrn!'t' 
of Malaysia and SingaporP . Thf' 
Nt>therlands ha.• tok<·r· 1111 litary forces in 
In<' Nt>thrrl:mds Antd lt•s (an 
autonomous part of th•· :-l• ·th..rlnnds 
rf'alm). 

ll .!' . ba.""" ovf'r'lf•a.• . ouL•inr thf' 
NATO llrra , llrf' govf'rnrd hy mutual 

\.. 
\ .I ' 
;r ' .. ) ( . 

dPft>ns.• trratirs with .Tapan. South 
Korra. and thf' Philippines; thr I !Iii 
Panama Canal Trf'aty; thf' 190:! a~rrf'i' · 
mrnt with Cuhll on Cuantllnamo; and 
tht• J%f. agrl'f'mf'nt with tht· l'nttt•d 
Kingdom on Oif'go (;ar<'ia . 

NATO ~ogniles that iL• vitlll m
terf'sl• may ~ t'f'rved hy iL• mf'mt>.>r!l' 
involvrmer>t in othf'r rrgions . In I !1110 
the deff'n!le minislf'r!l agrt'f'rl to con
sirlf'r spt'Cial mt'a.•url's to rnmpt'n,.,~tf' 
for a p<•!<.•ible diversion of !'oi A TO· 
allOI'AtN! U.S. forrl's to Southwt>st A"ia. 

Source: Department of State Bul letin(U.S. 
Government Printing Office,1985), 

Department of State: 

Vol .85,No.2096,p.56. 

Naval base• outside NATO area 
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Strategic Nuclear Forces 

~ U.S . atntegic nuclear force is 
NATO's ultimate det.erTent &nd must , 
tllenfore, be able to inflict unacceptAble 
~ upon a pot.enual aggresso r. To 
counter Soviet improvements over tlle 
last decade, the United States haJ> 
begun to modemiz.e it.s strateb'lC forces 
Th~ United States consullJ! wttll tllt 
otller NATO allies at tlle htg hest levt•l 
on the U .S .-SoVlet strateglc arms rt• 

duct ion efforts . NATO policy is to ~ n 
co~e verifiable agreeme nlJ! tlla t 
would maintam tlle det.erTenl and n · 
duce tlle risk of nuclear war . 

France and tlle ll ntt.ed Ktngdo nt 
possess tndependent nuclear fon··· . 
capable of rctahatton tn lht· •ven t of 
Soviet at tack 

U.S.-scm.t Strategic Anna: Mod•mlly Compared' 
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Source: Department of State Bullet in (U.S. Department 
of State: Government Printing Office, 1985), 
Voi.85,No.20.96,p.53. 
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West European and North Atlantic Economic-coo-peration 

M1 hlary t'r)()rwral l·lf was h111 • trl t ' p:trl 
of a g'('neral stralt'f..' \ to st•nJn• l'''an· 
:tnd p rosperity . J•>o llflmlr c•norwralton 
" ·a -.. "fi'Jally lmpro rl :tlll and wa~ alrl':td\ 
undo·rwav wh<'n 1 ho :\orr h A rlanl , . 
Trt •a(\' ..... :as SI~Wd H I ~~·4~- Art wit ·'.! nl 

lho • I~Paty f<'<JUiro ·d rnf'mh<•f' ' " 
f' llnllflf\1.4' connif'l HI thrir intt•rn:lfJon,ll 

t•cnnnmw polwH " :uPI t•nroltr ;• ~·· · 

~"•··morn If' rnllahn ral 11•11 

Tit(' Eun•JH•:ul Ht-<·ovt·r.\ l'rn 1 ~ ra m 
" 'Marshall Pl:tn . wa" intltal•·d 111 Jlt ·t'i 
l1 o " JH'f'd UJI rwl"I IA':lf f('('OV t• r y Wtfh fht • 

hf' lp of Amt•nran aut (11w ~o v wl llru nr~ 
n·ftJ ~Pd l.o takt· part 1n th1 s pro)~ram 
and prPvt•ntr·d it:-- t'ltf(•nsJon ! r1 l<asl •·rn 
~:u ropt• . ) Thf' hody '- l'f up lo ;nlmtn' "' ' ' ' 
Mar...;ha ll Plan f lUid .... IIH' ( )r, ~ : u n7.alton 

f•, r ~: urnrw·an I : . · n n t~ rllH ' ( ···"l'' ' r :lltnn , 
was rPpla• 't-ci in I ~ H ~ O hy tlw ( lr~~:tflt 7a 
ftnn for ~;,·onomw ( 'oopc•raflo" and 
ll<'v<•lupm<'nl (liE( ' Ill. whodo orrt'illllo·d 
c·~nada Rnrl dw 11ntlt•d !"!at• ·' Nnw •·n 
<·ompassinJ,! ::.II md11 c.;, t na l d• ·mnc· ranc• .... . 
lhf• Ofo:CD st~·ks In promolt · world 
trarlt• anti ~<·nnorn11 · J!fnwth and tmpr•' v•· 
f'C'onnmir a~~l " l :uu · •· to ttw Thtrd World 

The Europ4':tll ( 'onllfllll\11 II '' n:( ') , ..... 
lhf" 11 1:\ln arhwv• ·nwnl n f I''*"! war ,.f 
fort~ for \\' t'"' l·:tt rnrw ·an tllnl.\' 

~:s tahh!-\hPd 1n I'Hi7 In cnr nl11 n•· l)w l'11.d 
and sl•"f'l. :1tom t~· and •·o nHn••ll rnark• ·t 
f'nmmu nitif·~ ...,., up m ltH• J ~ t ' ,o ... . t tw 

E(' has th<' :tulhortt,v to l'llfWiu dP htr~d 

tn~ pronomtr :tJ!rt'•·nwnL' Jr al s n f•rn 
\'trl Ps for fPJ(tdar nwt•lirli!S of 11....: 
mf•mtX'rs' fon··~~n rninist• ·r s 

Si nr<' 1~7 ~'. lc ·f\df'rs of th• · maJor tfl 

rlust nal df•rnn,·rat·t •• s hav•• twld .\'"arl~ 

•·conomJr summtt .c.. Partw1p:tnf!-' nnw H l 

d udl' .JR.pan a nd ' 'x NATfl countrw~ 
Canarla, fo'rancr, lho• fo' .R C . 11 .111' . lho· 
l :nrtl'll Kin~~:rlnm . and tlw I :nriP<f 
!'>1.1lr• The E< · '''" 1~ ro•pn•-.•nl<'d 

I. 
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M;u c;h;tll P la n 
counlrH", 
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Source: Department of State Bullet in, Vol. 85, No.2096, 

(U.S. Depar-tment of State: Government Printing 
Office, 1985), p. 59. 
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